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Wireless cellular communication is witnessing a rapid growth in market, technology
and range of services. Current and future demands for communication
services motivate the need for handling multi-media traffic types. In a multimedia
communication system, users with differentt and even time-varying rates and quality
of services (QoS) requirements, such as voice, image and data, must be accom-
modated. The use of Spread Spectrum modulation with Code Division Multiple
Access (CDMA) technology is an attractive approach for economical spectrally
efficient and high quality cellular and personal communication services. This
dissertation explores the technologies of applying different interference cancellation
techniques to multi-rate CDMA systems that serve users with different QoS.
	
Multiple Access Interference (MAI) and multipath propagation are the major
issues in wireless communication systems. It is also true for multi-rate CDMA
systems.  Multiuser detection has been shown to be effective in combating the near-
far problem and providing superior performance over conventional detection method.
In this dissertation, we combine both linear and nonlinear multiuser detection
techniques, such as linear minimum mean squared error (LMMSE) detector, non-
linear decision feedback detector, with other signal processing techniques, such
as array processing and multipath combining, to crate effective near-far resistant
detectors for multi-rate CDMA systems,
	
Firstly, we propose MMSE receivers for synchronous multi-rate CDMA. system
and compare the performance with the corresponding multi-rate decorrelating
detectors. The multi-rate decorrelating detector is optimally near-far resistant
and easy to implement. The proposed linear MMSE multi-rate receiver can be
adaptively implemented only with the knowledge of the desired user. Due to the fact
that MMSE detector offers best trade-off between the MAI cancellation and noise
variance enhancement , it is shown that multi-rate MMSE receiver can offer better
performance than the multi-rate decorrelator when the interfering users' Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR) is relatively low comparing to the desired user's SNR.
	
Secondly, for asynchronous multi-rate CDMA system, we propose multi-rate
multi-shot decorrelating detectors and multi-rate multi-shot MMSE detectors. The
performance of multi-shot detectors can be improved monotonically with increasing
the number of stacked bits, but a great computational complexity is going to be
introduced in order to get better performance. A debasing method is introduced
to multi-rate multi-shot linear detectors. Debiasing method optimizes multi-rate
detectors based on the multi-rate multi-shot model. Debiasing multi-shot MMSE
detector for multi-rate signals can offer better performance than the con ponding
debiasing multi-shot decorrelating detector.
	
Thirdly, we propose linear space-time receivers for multi-rate CDMA sys
tems. The minimum mean-squared criteria is used. We perform a comparative study
on the multi-rate receiver which uses either multipath (temporal) processing or array
(spatial) processing and the one which uses both array and multipath (space-time)
processing. The space-time receiver for the multi-rate CDMA signals give us the
potential of improving the capacity of multi-rate The space-time processing
combined with multi-user detection have the advantages of combating multipath
fading through temporal processing, reducing MAI through MMSE method and
provide antenna or diversity gain through spatial processing and increasing the
capacity of the multi-rate CDMA systems.
	
Lastly, the group-wise interference cancellation methods are prop
osed for multi-rate CDMA	 ignals. The non-linear decision feedback detection (DFD) scheme
s are  used in the proposed receivers. The proposed interference cancellation schemes
benefit from the nature of the unequal received we amplitudes for multi-rate CDMA
signals. Users with same data rate are grouped together. Users with the high
est data-rate are detected first. Interference between the groups is cancelled in a
successive order. The results show that the sup-wise MMSE DFD yields better
performance than multi-rate linear MMSE detector and multi-rate decorrelating
detectors especially for highly loaded CDMA systems.
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Access to the developing information highway occurs through two avenues: fixed,
wired systems (such phone sockets in the wall or Ethernet connections) or wireless
cellular systems (such as wireless local area networks, cellular telephone systems,
or satellite communication systems). While we can theoretically increase, without
bound, the data throughput in wired communication systems by laying more copper
wire or fiber optic cable, we are unable to provide analogous gains in wireless  commu-
nication systems because of the finite nature of the frequency spectrum. hi addition,
the presence of interfering users, channel f. fading  and multi-path propagation make
the problem of wireless communication over these channels more di g cult. Therefore,
one purpose of our work, is to provide methods for effective and computationally
efficient ways for communicating over such wired wireless s channels.
The wireless communications system are going to be required not just handling
speech, but also handling high speed data and images 	 Users with different and
e time-varying information rates must be accommodated in the future wireless
communication systems. A mobile terminal may set up and modify session ;:..033.8 for voice,
data and images through wireless connections to the base stations. So the objective
of this work is to provide methods for integrating the wireless wireless communication systems
with existing communication networks in order to communication multimedia type
t c.
In order to state our purpose more precisely and to provide more specific
motivation, we discuss the architecture of a cellular phone system which we will
use throughout this work as a representative tentative wirelt communication system. In this
system, service area is partitioned into cells. A base  station liv at the center of each
cell and acts as an interface between the wireless user and the switched telephone
network. If one were to make a cellular phone call, the al would first be trans ,
mitted to the base station which corresponds to that user's cell; the base station
receives the signal and transmits the cell over the switched network to its destion
2
nation.	 basic system model of the remote user and base station can be applied
to various wireless systems with different channel characteristics and cell sizes.
The base station receiv signals from multiple users and it must demodulate
their signals prior to further transmission towards a final destination. As the
popularity of wireless communication services grows and as multimedia data services
are going to be offered, more sophisticated base station receiver will be needed to
handle the incre * ed demand. 41 . The motivation of our work is to explore efficient
demodulation methods under the multimedia traffic type for base station receivers.
We will explore the potentials of using linear and non-linear detection schemes, for
multi-rate traffic t in conjunction with other -I processing techniqu as a
basis for receivers design gn. In the next section, we will discuss the CDMA multiple
aces method which is emerging as a standard for current and future wireless
communication systems.
1.2 CDMA Background
Previous cellular systems, such as the AMPS [1) cellular system, used analog
technology. Many current and most future systems is using and will use digital
technology to take advantage of advanced signal processing methods to increase the
systems' efficiency. Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) is the mulitple access
scheme used in most digital cellular telephone systems, such as European GSM
systems and United States 1S-136. TDMA techniques allocate a channel in the
cell to etch user sequentially in non-overlapping, equal interval, short duration of
time (termed a time slot, which last hundreds of microseconds). A user transmits
information during an assigned time slot once per frame.
The CDMA technique is an, alternative digital modulation scheme, which
assigns code sequences to each active user. All users then transmit their code-
modulated data simultaneously using one carrier and the whole bandwidth of the
cell. One disadvantage of TDMA is that it allows for only a fixed number of users
at any time. If all the time slots have assignedno more users can enter the
systems unless someone else leaves. 	 appears to be an advantage for CDMA,
since there is no such hard limitation exists (theoretically). The addition of more
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users simply causes a de:. a dation •a Lion in system performance. Another advant :e which
CDMA gives over TDMA for bursty channels is that valuable bandwidth resources
not .asted d when no data is transmitted.
Other advantages of CDMA come from the spectral characteristics of trans-
mitted :* signals . Since the spreading sequenc are long pseudo-random sequences,
users' transmitted signals are spread over the bandwidth which is much wider
than the mesa :r bandwidth. The bandwidth of spread spectrum signals is wide
enough so that the channel affects - the sub-bands differently. Such channels are
termed frequency selective channels. In 	 communication channels, the effects
of scattering make the r, ;ved	 : contain multi-path components which are
delayed and distorted version. of the o .:* • al transmitted signal. While the multi-
path phenomenon are often viewed as a problem to many communication systems,
the frequency selective nature of the CDMA channel allows the detector to take
advantage of them by resol ' • • their individual signal components and providing a
form of frequency diversity.
More advantages of CDMA [2] are capacity increasing over conventional analog
cellular systems by an order of magnitude, supporting about three times the number
of users per cell as a TDMA system and more reliable soft-handoff possibility. All
attractive features of DS-CDMA over TDMA prompt the development of
CDMA cellular systems.
1.3 Conventional Detection
The be station is going to perform bit detection for each user. That means it is
going to detect the desired 	 'a signsl which is contaminated by multiple
interference (MAI) due to the interfering users and b surd noise. Let's consider
a simple two user system with desired user 1 and interfering user 2. The vector
version of the received signal in a bit synchronous channel is
r VrDitsith Vii2s2b2	 (1.1)
where wk, Bk, bk are the co . •• onding icth user's received energy, signature waveform
(normalized) and information bits. The vector n is additive white Gaussian noise
with zero mean and covariance matrix cr21. A filter matched to the d; ,.ired user's
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signature waveform followed by a hard limiter make the what so called conventional
detector. Let < > denotes the standard inner product in Euclidean space. For the
desired user one, the output of the hard limiter is
(1.2)
If the signature waveforms of two users are orthogonal, which means the cross corre-
lation p 31E< s 1 , s2 > equals to zero, then the conventional detector is the optimum
(maximum likelihood) detector. If IA > 0, the estimated information bit of the
desired 1 b “ones
(1.3)
When p is small 1) and the received amplitudes of two users are same, the
conventional detector can work well. However, the detector performance can be
degraded as the received power w2 of the interfering user increases. This happens
when all the users are transmitting at the same power level, and an interfering
user is much closer to the base station (so called near-far problem). So the conven-
tional detector rely on power control to equalize the received amplitudes of the users'
sign.
1.4 Multiuser Detection Background
In order to solve near-far problem, Verdù proposed the optimum multiuser receiver
or maximum likelihood (ML) receiver [3J[4) which can be shown that by considering
the structures of interfering user's signals, using a matched filter bank with a Viterbi
algorithm, the minimum bit error rate can be achieved. This method set up the b.
for multiuser detection. Unlike conventional detection, multiuser detection utilizes
the knowledge of the received interfering users' information to detect the desired
user's bits. The major advantage of multiuser detection is that it can provide
significant performance gains over the conventional detector when the received
amplitudes of all active users are similar and even under perfect power control.
Hence in systems without perfect power control or no power control, multiuse.
detection is necessary to prevent the near-far problem; in systems with perfect
5
power control, multiuser detection is desirable to provide performance gains over the
conventional detector.
Even though the optimum multiuser detector can minimize the probability
of error, however, the computational complexity is exponential in the number of
As a result of the computational complexity of this receiver, a number of
suboptimal receivers were developed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] (See [12] for a survey).
These suboptimal multiuser detectors can effectively combat the near-far problem
and provide significant performance gains with less computational complexity which
is linear in the number of users.
Similar to zero-forcing equalizer Kizer which is used to combat MI [13], a decorre-
lating detector uses a linear transformation which is basically the inverse of the cross-
correlation matrix to zero out the other *' interference after the matched filter
bank. The decorrelating detector has the advantage of being easy to implement and
no estimation is needed for the received signals' energies. The decorrelating detector
is optimally near-far resistant, meaning that its capability to reject multiple access
interference ( in terms of the -far resistance performance measure ) is equivalent
to the optimum multiuser detector.
Linear deeorrelating detector has the draw-back of noise variance ancem ent
which limits its performance in situation where noise level is dominant over or
comparable to MAI even though this sub-optimal method has the computational
simplicity (linear in the number of users). Among linear sub-optimal multiuser
detection, linear minimum mean squared error (LMMSE) estimation  based
detection choose the linear transformation T which minimize the Mean Squared
Error (MSE) between the output data and the transmitted information. The MSE
is given by E[I]TSTr - be] in the context of model 1.1, where the N x 1 vector
sk is the kth user's signature sequence, S = b = b2]T N is corresponding
to the spreading length of the signature sequence. This receiver also maximizes
the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) among linear receivers. The
LMMSE receiver offers best trade-off between MAI cancellation and noise variance
enhancement, while maintaining computational simplicity (linear in the number of
users) and near-far resistance. Reference [12] is a tutorial on multiuser detection and
reference 44] is a survey of this area.
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Implementation of the preceding front end could be cumbersome, since it
requires knowledge of the spreading waveforms and the propagation channels of all
users, even if only one particular user is of interest. Furthermore, the complexity,
both of the implementation of the front end and of the processing of the output,
grows with the number of users. These difficulties can be overcome by using adaptive
implementations of multi s .r detection based on an alternative front end. Reference
15] derives a coherent, LMMSE detector which can be adaptively implemented with
a training sequence. Its disadvantage  is that whenever a sudden and significant
change in the channel occurs ( due to a severe fade or the arrival or departure of a
strong interferer), it requires the retransmission of training sequences to reinitialize
the detector. To overcome this disadvantage, reference s [16] and [17] show how
the LMMSE multiuser detector can be adaptively implemented without training
sequences; this blind adaptive multiuser detector requires only knowledge of the
desired user's signature waveform and timing information, the same requirement as
the conventional single-user matched filter.
1.4.1 Multi-• Detection
Decorrelating and LMMSE =Rimer detectors have received the most interest
due to their good performance and simple mathematical formulation. Under the
asynchronous conditions, decorrelating and LMMSE detectors are ideally infinite
memory-length (refereed to as IIR) detectors. In an ideal implementation, the
memory length equals to the number of users time s the data packet length which
often can be assumed to approach infinity. However, only the detector with a finite
observation window length call be implemented. In order to achieve the performance
of ideal (infinite memory length) detectors, the adaptive, dec entralized, one-shot
multiuser detector was proposed by t181[16] [19)[201[21][16]. Inside one-shot decor-
relators, a matched filter is matched to one of the user's signature waveform while
others are matched to the left and right parts of other users' signature ature waveforms.
After the multi-shot matched filter bank, there is a decorrelator followed by a soft
decoder which combines the three parts (left, central, right) of information together
and decode them. While achieving in 	 inherently sub-optimal characteristics, one-shot
decorrelating detector incr 	 ,z the dimension of the matched filter output vector
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and MSS correlation mate, also it may require long adaptation time, and the
adaptation must possibly be repeated frequently. Also, there exists the correlation
matrix singularity problem for some relative delays between the users' cod. . The
other, termed multi-shot approach, was proposed in [22]. In this receiver, the
input signals are processed by each filter at a time corresponding to the bit timing
of each user. After the matched filter bank, a decorrelator which based on the
matrix inversion introduced in reference [22] was followed. The cross-correlation
matrix of the filters' output is non-singular in the multi-shot receiver, while it may
become singular in one-shot approach. The performance of multi-shot decorrelating
detector can be improved if the MAI due to edge symbols which are introduced
by the truncation can be removed. Reference [22] introduced two signal processing
methods into the multi-shot decorrelating sting detector and made the final multi-shot
tor approximately attains infinite-memory-length decorrelating detector, which
means the receiver can achieve the optimality in the sense of minimizing the MAI
introduced by the edge symbols.
1.42 Multiuser Detection and Space-time Processing
The analog of the matched filter for multipath	 is the well known Rake
filter 7,23)131, which coherently combines the outputs of filters matched to the time
translates of a user's transmitted signal. The optimum multiuser detector for
multipath signals j24 uses a bank of Rake 	 in order to provide sufficient
statistics. The Rake decorrelating 	 detector or (251126] is a bank of Rake filters followed
by a linear transformation based on the correlations of the users' multipath signals.
The potential gains in using an array of sensors and spatial signal processing in
conjunction with multiuser detection was recognized  in [27], but the complexity is
exponential in the number of users. A linear multiuser detector for vector channels
derived in [28] decorrelates the  user's signals using a linear combiner. It was called
spatial-temporal decorrelator and is optimally near-far r: istant when the users'
spatial parameters (direction of arrival) are known,
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1.5 Multi-rate Access Methodologies
A large variety of services is expected in future wired:;}: networks such as the third
generation cellular mobile systems. Users with very different, and even time-varying,
rates and quality of service (QoS) requirements must be accommodated. A mobile
terminal may set up modify sessions for voice, data, images, as well as video
through wireless connections  to the base station. In order to provide such services,
the network must be able to statistically multiplex users with different rates and/or
QoS requirements while maximizing the spectral efficiency. Significant efforts are
being made made to integrate the cellular network with fixed networks for communicating
both data and voice. CDMA provides natural implementations for a wireless commu-
nication systems that can provide services for a variety of information sources such as
voice, video and data, which inherently have different data rat:. rates Multi-rate CDMA
systems have been investigated g from  different perspective methodologies
and their comparison were proposed in [29] [34 They are:
• Fixed chip rate, variable spreading length (VSL) access scheme [29]j311.
• Multi-code (MC) access sch w scheme P2] [34
• Fixed processing gain, variable chip rate (VCR) access scheme [30][29].
• Multi-modulation access scheme (31], [3•1].
For VSL access method, the chip rate is constant and different data rates
are accommodated with the assignment of signature sequences of different lengths.
The signature sequence design (e.g. [35)) in the past has relied on cod— in a set
having the same length. The development of more versatile signature sequence sets sets
is necessary for this proposed scheme. The advantage of the VSL access scheme is
that only simple hardware for building a multi-rate CDMA radio interface is needed.
However, in a conventional multi-rate CDMA system [36], this scheme suffers from
performance degradation as the bit rates increase.
The MC access  method can be implemented in single rate CDMA systems
and thus offers the system construction advantage of being able to use the existing
single rate receiver. High rate users are accommodated by multiplexing their data
onto several signature sequences. As a result, high rate data from a user is sent in
parallel  . MC schemes have been examined in references [321133].
In the VCR access method, the chip rat:- of the signature sequences for the
high rate and low rate users are different, but spreading lengths for different rate
users are same. If we sample the signature sequences at the high chip rate, the
discrete-time model is an equivalent VSL system. The additional constraint on the
low rate signature sequences is that every M (rate ratio) chips form a group which
take on the same value.
The multi-modulation method utilizes an Mary QAM modulation
scheme and varies the modulation-level M to accommodate multiple bit rates. In
the other word, users of different bit rates use different modulation schemes. Under
the same signal to noise ratio per bit, transmitter powers will be different for different
users. High rate users transmit at very . 4 : high powers and in a conventional multi-rate
CDMA systems, this will cause a .:were near-far problem for relatively low rate
users.
L6 Multi-rate Multiuser Detection
With the pursuit of an ubiquitous wireless communications system that can provide
wireless transport for a variety of information sour it will be desirable to develop
multiple bit rate systems. it is clear that voice, data and video have inherently
different data rat es. Multi-rate CDMA systems  have been investigated from different
perspectives. Access methodologies and their comparison were presented in [29] [301.
The appropriate choice of the chip rate, chip pulse shape, processing gain, number of
codes and moduIation ion format were considered in [36][37][33][31][38]. The relationship
between quality of services and the transmitted power and processing gains was
studied in [39 1:40], Multi-rate receiver design, however, is still a relatively new
research area. Recently, some receivers originally proposed for single-rate systems
were investigated for use in multi-rate CDMA schemes. Reference [36] proposed the
conventional multi-rate receiver. Reference (41][42] - the proposed based
multi-rate receiver. The further analysis of decorrelating based multi-rate receiver
was studied by 143:. The performance of jointly optimal detection was studied in
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1441. Reference [451 analyzed the optimum near-far resistance of dual-rate CDMA
z for random signature sequences. A comparison of maximum likelihood-based
detection for MC and VSL ac	 schemes was proposed by [44 Reference [34]
pros 	 a successive interference cancellation method by using multi-modulation
access scheme xe and reference [32][33] proposed the multi-code multi-rate receiver.
Reference 1461 props LMMSE receiver for multi-rate CDMA. systems.
1.7 Thesis Overview
Due to the different 	 schemes described in section 1.5, it is patent that the
choice of multi-rate 	 z access method will necessarily bias the choice of receiver. Thus
the objective of our work is firstly, to investigate the receiver d design for multi-rate
CDMA communication systems for different access strategies and secondly, examine
if one multi-rate access scheme is better than the other for a specific multi-rate
receiver.
• Chapter 2: In order to provide the benchmarks for the performance of other
detection methods, we study the maximum likelihood multi-rate receiver in
this chapter. As the methods under study are near optimal, they can fulfill this
benchmarking wk. As the probability of error is intractable, the comparison
will be based on the determination of asymptotic multiuser performance
measure. asymptototic multi..., efficiency (AME, denoted by η) [121 is
an important performance measure for multiuser communication systems. It
measures the exponential rate of convergence of its error probability to zero
as the noise variance σ² -4 0, relative to the rate in a single user setting.
TheAME over all possible interference amplitudes z is termed the
near-far resistance (NFR) [12] and is denoted z 4. The AME is given for VSL
maximum likelihood detection in this chapter.
Chapter 31 the LMMSE multi-rate receiver is proposed in this chapter. The
MC and VSL access schemes are considered. In the VSL system, a repetition
code is used for low-rate user. It is noted that the optimum near-far resistance
can be achieves by optimum [3] and decorrelator [5]. This is also
true for multi-rate CDMA systems. The optimum multi-rate receiver was
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proposed by [1141'1'44 The decorrelating-based multi-rate receiver was proposed
by [41), [4214 The optimum multi-rate receiver suffers from the same problem
as the single rate optimum receiver which is the computational complexity
(exponential in the number of users). The multi-rate decorrelating detector is
optimally near-far resistance and easy to implement, but this receiver requires
the knowledge of all the active users' signature waveforms. The proposed
LMMSE multi-rate receiver minimizes the MS E between the decision statistic
and the transmitted information bits. This receiver also maximizes the SINR
and 0 . e achieves the optimum near-far resistance among all linear receivers. The
adaptive implementation of the LMMSE receiver makes it more attractive than
the decorrelating receiver for multi-rate COMA signals. The proposed LMMSE
multi-rate receiver can be adaptively implemented only with the knowledge of
the desired user. Due to the fact that LMMSE detector offers best trade-off
between the MAI cancellation and noise variance enhancement, it is shown in
this chapter that the multi-rate LMMSE receiver can offer better performance
than the multi-rate decorrelator. In addition, we investigate the near-far
resistance of this receiver for the different ace schemes It is shown that
for both low-rate and high-rate users, the performance in the VSL scheme is
better than that in the MC scheme.
Chapter 4: We propose linear multi-shot r rec eivers for asynchronous multi-rate
COMA system in this chapter. First prop proposed  is the multi-shot decorrelating
receiver for a dual-rate COMA system. In this receiver, the desired user's infor-
mation bits are decoded by first employing a set of modified correlators whose
signals are time shifted versions of different rate users' signature waveforms.
After the multi-shot matched filter bank, the filtered data for a finite length is
put into the memory, then a decorrelating type detector is foamed. Another
receiver proposed in this chapter is multi-shot LMMSE receiver for dual-rate
CDMA system. Instead of using decorrelating method, the LMMSE criterion
is used in this receiver to minimize the MSE between the output data and
the transmitted information bits. It is well known that a longer observation
window or a longer FIR linear processor sr results in better performance, but also
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greater computational complexity. The idea of debiasing which was suggested
in [22) is introduced to the above two receivers. The performance of dual-rate
receivers without debiasing improves monotonically with increasing the number
of stacked bits. Debi 'n optimizes dual-rate detectors based on the dual-
rate multi-shot model. Debiasing multi-shot LMMSE detector for dual-rate
signals can of better performance than the corresponding debiasing multi-
shot decorrelating detector. Also presented in this chapter is the performance
comparison of different ac*.:. methods.
• Chapter 5: We propose linear space-time multiuser receivers for multi-rate
CDMA signals for multipath slow Rayleigh fading channels. As we all know,
the Rake receiver is optimal for combating multi-path fading in the absence
of MAL Multiuser detection is optimal for suppressing the MAI. The space
division multiple access techniques can provide antenna/or diversity gain by
in multiple antennas  at base station. By combining the time domain
techniques, such as Rake receiver and multiuser detection for multi-rate
signals with space-domain techniques, the resulting space-time receiver show
potential of improving the capacity and performance for multi-rate CDMA
systems. Firstly, we propose LMMSE space-time receiver for multi-rate CDMA
systems. in this receiver, there are multiple antennas at the front end. After
that the code array/channel matched filters which correspond to low-rate users
high-rate users are followed. LMMSE processor which is working on the
1 —rate users' information bit interval is followed. The explicit knowledge of
the channel and array coefficients is needed in the code array/channel matched
filter part of this receives. This receiver also introduces M bits processing
delay for high rate users and a computational complexity which increases with
the rate ratio M. Another type 2 space-time MMSE receiver is proposed. In
the type 2 space-time receiver, the Bear multiuser detection, array/channel
weighting combining are combined together into one filter. In the adaptive
implementation of type 2 space-time receiver, joint channel estimation and
information detection can be implemented ted. The estimated channel information
can be used for coherent combining. Secondly, a two-stage space-time LMMSE
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receiver is pro proposed   for multi-rate CDMA systems. This receiver generates
d y-. for high rate users at every high -rate bit interval of duration Th. After
every (M — 1)Th, the low rate users' decision is made based on the information
provided by the first stage. The two-stage space-time LMMSE receiver reduces
the computational complexity of the linear space-time multi-rate receiver and
suppress the processing : delay for high rate users with sacrificing a minor
performance. We also propose the two-stage space-time receiver in the form
of type 2 structure. at last, we compare the performance of one-stage and
two-stage space-time receiver. We compare the performance of Maximum
Ratio Combining (MRC) with the MMSE combining. We also compare the
performance for the different methods.
• Chapter 6: We propose group-wise interference cancellation methods for
multi-rate CDMA signals in this chapter. The non-linear decision feedback
detection (DFD) schemes are used in the proposed receivers. The proposed
interference =ace cancellation schemes benefit from the nature of the unequal
received amplitudes for multi-rate CDMA signals. Users with same data rate
grouped together. Users with the data-rate are detected first.
Interference between the groups is cancelled in a successive order. The results
show that the group-wise MMSE DFD yields better performance than multi-
rate LMMSE detector and multi-rate decorrelating detector, especially for
highly loaded CDMA systems.
M •t of the results in this thesis have been presented previously. Chapter 3 was
originally presented in the 1997 International Conference of Information, Commu-
nications and Signal Processing (ICICS) [48). Part of the work of chapter 4 was
presented at the 18'8 ICC [47) and other parts were presented at the 1998 CISS
[48). The results of dual-rate MMSE multipath receivers were presented in 1998
PIMRC (49:. The results of space-time dual-rate MMSE receivers were presented
in 1999 CISS !:50]. The different ace methods comparison for space-time dual-
rate receivers is going to be presented in 19! 2, Globecom. The results of group-wise
MMSE interference cancellation schemes are submitted to ICC'2000.
CHAPTER 2
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD-BASED DETECTION FOR MULTI-RATE
CDMA SIGNALS
2.1 Intro duction
In order to provide benchmarks for performance measure of other detectors of later
chapters, study the Maximum Likelihood (ML) multiuser receiver for dual-rate
CDMA signals alls in this chapter. Since the multi-rate access method will bias the choice
of the receiver, the comparison of maximum likelihood joint detection for two multi-
rate access schemes  is pr:.: ted. Two access methods to be examined are Multi-Code
(MC) access method and Variable Spreading Length (VSL) access method. As the
probability of error is intractable, the comparison will be based on the determination
of asymptotic multi performance CI measures -urea. The AME measures the exponential
rate of convergence of its error probability to zero as the noise variance o-2 -4 0,
relative to the rate in a single user setting. The AME is denoted by 77. The worst-
case AME over all possible interference amplitudes is termed the near-far resistance
(NFR) [12) and is denoted by The AME is given for VSL maximum likelihood
detection in this chapter.
This chapter is organized as follows: In section 2.2, two access methods are
discussed. differentperformance measures and the relevant features of maximum-
likelihood detection for CDMA systems are reviewed. In section 2.3, we introduce
the dual-rate CDMA signal model which will be used throughout the dissertation.
Also, the .asymptotic multiuser efficiency of ML detector for VSL CDMA is given.
In section 2.4, comparison of the performance achievable for two ace-- methods is
provided. In section 2.5, we provide analysis of the performance of ML receivers
under different access schemes.
2.2 Preliminaries
We shall present results for a dual-rate CDMA system where a user can transmit
information at one of two data rates. It is not that the results of a dual-rate system
can be easily generalized to accommodate the offering of more than two data rat s.
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Figure 2.1 Variable spreading  4g 1,4 h multi-rate access technique
2.2.1 Multi-rate Access Methods
Two multi-rate access methods considered in this chapter are the multi-code access
method and the variable spreading  length ac method. For variable spreading
length access method, a constant chip rate is maintained and different data rat
are accommodated with the assignment of signature sequences of different lengths.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of the VSL ace method with three users with different
data rate (Rh = 2R„. 1M). The multi-code access method can be implemented in
single rate system and therefore offers the system construction advantage of being
able to use existing single rate receivers. High rate users are accommodated by
multiplexing their data onto several signature sequences. As a result, high rate
data from a user is sent in par . Figure 2.2 shows an example of how three
users with data rates = 2R,, = 41i, would be supported via multi-code access.
Essentially, the high rate user is converted into three virtual low rate users. Due to
the assumption of constant chip rate for both access methods, the two access schem
can be constructed to have similar bandwidth requirements.
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Figure 2.2 Multi-code multi-rate access technique
2.2.2 Performance Measure
In practice, the main performance measure of intermit is the probability of bit
error or bit error rate (HER). However, in some the probability of bit
error is intractable. In these cases the performance measure is going to be the
asymptoticympto ic multi-user efficiency and near-far resistance (NFR). The AME describes
the performance degradation of a receiver due to multiple-access interference (Al)M
as the additive channel noise diminishes for a fixed Itof received powers for all
users. The worst-case AME over all possible received powers for the interfering users
is the near-far resistance (NFR).
2.2.3 Review of Single Rate Maximum-likelihood Joint Detection
We begin with a single rate synchronous COMA system. Assuming synchronous
transmission channel with constant bit-rate and coherent detection. The received





where wk, bk(t) E —1, 11, sk(t) are the received signal energy, transmitted infor-
mation bits and normalized signature waveform of user k. The signal n(t) is additive
white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance o 2. The maximum likelihood
joint detector optimizes the performance for all active users simultaneously while
the minimum probability of error receiver provides optimal performance for a single
active user. The optimum or maximum-likelihood decision on b which maximize the
log-likelihood function [3] is I). It can be written as:
(2.2)
The vector form of estimated data bits b = [1h, 	 b, ]T which maximizes the
likelihood function can be written
(2.3)
Matrix W is a KxK diagonal matrix with [W =ωk, yk is the matched filter
output of kth user. 	 interested performance measure here is the asymptotic
multi user of 	 (AME). According to [51], the kth user's asymptotic efficiency
of a detector is defined as
(2.4)
when Pk is the bit error rate of kth user. In the a. absence ce of other users, the minimum
bit error rate is equal to Q(ωk/σ). Q(x) is the complementary cumulative distri-
bution function of a zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian random variable. The corre-
sponding near-far resistance which is d 41. defined for each detector as its worst case
asymptotic efficiency of user Jr (war all possible energies for the interfering users is
(2.5)
According to the definition of the previous two equations, the asymptotic h ciency




After the reviewing of the maximum likelihood detection of single rate system, we
are going to review the maximum likelihood detection of the multi-rate system.
2.3 Maximum Likelihood Detection
for VSL Dual-rate CDMA Signals
We begin by making our discussion about maximum likelihood detection for VSL
access due to the reason that VSL access merits the investigation of detection schemes
which can take advantage of waveform structure.
2.3.1 Dual-rate Synchronous Signal Model
In a variable spreading length dual-rate CD MA system, we classify all the active
users into two groups. One is Wiwi low-rate (LR) user group. Another is called
high-rate (HR) user group. a are K1 low rate users and Kh high rate users. Bit
interval of low-rate users is Z. The bit interval of high-rate users is Th. For each
Tit , high-rate users transmit M T1/Th, bits (M is supposed to be an integer). M
is the rate ratio of two di t  rates RI (RI = 1/71 ) and Rh (Rh = 11 h).
Chip rates for both high and low rate users hi the VSL system are identical, and it
equals to n. The processing gain for low-rate users equals to N1 Tl/Tc and the
processing gain for high-rate users equals to NA = Th/Tc .
The baseband signal transmitted by low-rate user i over the time interval [0, TO
is:
The base-band 'valeta signal transmitted by high-rate user j over the symbol
int interval 	 E(m-1)Th, ?rah) is
where
wiz) o received energy of low-rate user i
war) a received symbol .41 wry of high high-rate user j
E {-1, +1} is the data symbol of low-rate user i
b ) E {-1 +1} is the data symbol of high-rate user j for mth subinterval of 71Pit
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s(l)i is the normalized signature waveform of low-rate user i, le" s (I)² (t)dt = 1
4h) is the normalized signature waveform of high-rate use j
(where (•) (1) and (•) (h) denote low rate and high rate respectively and m is an integer
which takes value from 1 to M).
In this chapter,	 z , e coherent detection with synchronous CDMA trans-
mission channel with white Gaussian noise  of zero mean and variance a 2. The total
received signal during the time interval [0, T1) form KT, = MKh virtual users
and it can be written as:
(2.8)
The noiseless chip rate sampled version of received information of K1 low-rate
users during the mth subinterval of [0, T1 ) is the vector of size Nh:
(2.9)
where
Suppose equal energy in each subinterval for low-rate users, then w? ) = • • • = w(l)M .
Noting that when the repetition coding scheme is used for low-rate user i, which
means the signature sequences repeat themsel M times during each low-rate bit
interval, so the NI x 1 vector ai l) equals to [141171 , • • • , s(l)i,MT]T, where 4)s(l)i,(m) corre-
sponds to 41) (n) for (m 1)N1, < n 5 mNh, and 4,1 s(l)i,m, therefore,
. .  • sg
The noiseless chip rate sampled version of received information of Kh high-rate




8(4, is the vector form of art (m —1)Th). The resulting noiseless vector form of
received signal during the mth subinterval of [0,1) is a Nh vector
(2.11)
where




.A1(0, 0,σ²) b Lands for Gaussian normal distribution with zero mean and variance o.
IN, is the identity matrix trix of size N1. 41:4is signature sequence(Nlx 1) of the
virtual high-rate user On 1)Kh + j,j = = 1, • • , 1V1. In VSL system,
only has non-zero support for the interval [(m — 1)Nh , mNh), which means
SO ) = diag{sl(h) * SZ) }*
The vector b include the information bits which are transmitted by all K„ =
MI% virtual users during the time interval [0, TO. The order of the vector b
which is defined ed in the (mutation 2.14 is actually has the same form as:
(2.15)
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This ordering defines an equivalent low rate system in which Kt + MKh bits are
transmitted in [0,70. In this w equivalent virtual low-rate system, when the VSL
access method is u:-., the data bits of high rate users in the mth subinterval is
transmitted using a signature which is non-zero only in that interval.
2.3.2 Maximum Likelihood Detection
Based on the maximum likelihood detection of single rate CDMA system, we are
going to review the maximum likelihood detection for dual-rate CDMA systems .
The 8. 0. pled output of a bank of correlators for optimal joint detection over a high
rate bit interval [(in 1)Th,mTh) is:
(2.16)
where nm N(0,IK). K is the numb , of active users and equals to (K1 + KO,
The K x K 	 0 elation matrix Rm  can be written as:
(2.17)
The sampled output of a bank of correlators for optimal joint detection over low rate
bit interval [0, T1) is:
(2.18)
Let's partition all the active 	 into two groups such that S = [S1S2], then the
canAA.written layschef :
(2.19)
If we consider the detection of users with non-zero support over [(m 1 )Th, mTh)
then there will be a subset of users whose signals  will be truncated or not present
over this interval. Let S2 be the matrix whose columns are the spreading vectors
for users with non-zero support on [(m — 1)Th , mTh). The signals actually employed
to perform detection on this interval will be the result of projecting the cod,: in
S2 onto the interval of interest. Thus the si ature cross correlation matrix Rm
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of the active users with non-zero support on [(m 	 mTh) can be written as:
Rm = ST2PS2, where 	 P is the appropriate projection. As P is a projection, this
that R22 — 	 > O.
Let's define if  to be the asymptotic multiuser efficiency (AME) of user k of
the joint optimum detection over the low-rate bit interval and in this interval there
are total 1% = Kt + MKh number of bits (virtual users) are transmitted. Similarly,
let's define ηk(h) to be the AME of user k of the joint optimum detection over the
high-rate interval and in this interval there are total K= Ka + Kh bits transmitted.
Thus the conclusion we can draw is that for a multi-rate system using VSL
access	 method, detection is preferably performed over the low-rate interval. If a
detection of low-rate user is performed over	 -rate symbol duration, then the AME
is upper bounded by II which means ηk (h) < it-1/M. So the performance degradation for
high-rate users detected over high-rate interval is not severe as that for low-rate
users
2.4 Conclusion
*ugh the comparison of the asymptotic multiuser efficiency  (AME) of maximum
likelihood receiver for dual-rate CDMA signals, we can get that the AME on a
high-rate bit interval, [(m 1)Th, mTh), for those users with non-zero support on
that interval is always worse than or equal to the AME on the low-rate interval. The
AME of a low-rate user when the receiver is performed over the high-rate bit interval
[(m — 1)Th, inn) is upper-bounded by ηk(h)  k.
CHAPTER 3
MINIMUM-MEAN SQUARED-ERROR (MMSE) ESTIMATION
BASED DETECTION FOR MULTI-RATE CDMA SIGNALS
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter 'ter, the asymptotic  mptotic multiuser efficiency (AME) of the maximum
likelihood receiver for a dual-rate CDMA system is analyzed in order to provide
benchmarks for the performance measure. In this chapter, we investigate the LMMSE
receivers for multi-rate CDMA signals. The LMMSE receiver has the advantage of
a simple linear structure. In comparison with dual-rate decorrelating detector, dual-
rate LMMSE receiver can offer best trade-off between the MAI suppression and the
noise variance enhancement. The other advant: of LMMSE receiver is that it can
be implemented adaptively with only the knowledge of the desired user's signature
sequence and timing information. The performance of two acces schemes, VSL and
MC, is compared in this chapter.
This chapter is organized as follows: In section 3.2, LMMSE receiver for dual-
rate synchronous CDMA system is proposed. Section 3.3 proposes the high-rate
mode LMMSE multi-rate receiver. Section 3.4 discusses the adaptive implementation
issues for the LMMSE multi-rate receiver and section 3.5 provides the simulation
results of the proposed receivers.
3.2 LMMSE Receiver for Dual-rate CDMA Signals
Let's consider a synchronous dual-rate CDMA system with rate-ratio between high-
rate and low-rate is an integer M. The VSL access method is selected in this chapter
for receiver design. Equation 2.8 of the previous chapter is a representation of the
received signal in the dual rate system which is equivalent to a single rate system
with K„ = Kt + MKh  virtual low rate users each transmitting a single bit during
[0, Ti). Now we use this representation to describe the low rate LMMSE receiver.
The chip rate sampled version of the received signal over the time interval [0, TO has
the same form as equation 2.14,
r = SWb +	 (3.1)
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The received signals are first filtered with a bank of matched filters which matched
to the different users' :4 ture waveforms. The columnized properly ordered (IC/
low-rate users folio ,0 by M-bits of Kb high-rate users) matrix notation of matched
filter output the low-rate interval has the same form of equation 2.18 and can
be shown as:
(3.2)
The matched filter output y is a Kis vector y = [y(l)T Ty1 (h) T • - • ye] with
(3.3)
(3.4)
where nir, 1K). F 3.1 shows the system construction of the low-rate
LMMSE receiver for dual-rate CDMA si:pals. The matched filter bank are supposed
to have the order of Kt low-rate users' matched filter which are sampled at low-rate
bit interval followed by Kb h rate users' matched filters which are sampled at
high-rate :" bit interval. The matrix R in equation 3.2 is the cross-correlation
matrix between the cliff. ;Int user's ....ature waveform. For the VSL access method,
R has the size of K. x K. and can be written
wh- Rti is the Kl x Kl cross-correlation matrix between Ki low rate users with
Ra(i, jig s(l)i(t)sj(l)(t)(t)s(l)j(t)dt, I, KO; Rlh,m is theKxbcross-correlation
matrix between Ki low rate users and Kb high rate users during the mth subin-
terval of 	 = .1Nrk 8$1)(044)(t – (7n – 1)Th)dt, = 	 =
Kh; m = 1, 	 ./V1); Rhron = non; Rhon is a Kit x Kh cross-correlation matrix
between high-rate 	 during the mth subinterval of 21, 	 = grhoTh r (t
– 1)70.9(3m(t – On –1)21)dt, 	 = 1, — Kb; M = 11. M). Since for the VSL
sys 	 , 4, which represents the z, attire sequence of 	 – 1)14 j)th virtual
high-rate user, has only non-zero support for (m– 	 < N < rnNh, this introduces
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the orthogonality between the pairs of virtual high-rate users. Therefore, we have a
sparse construction in the above cross-correlation matrix for VSL system. After the
matched filter • , the minimum mean squared error detection is used to cancel
the MAI and minimize the mean-squared error between the output vector and the
original information data vector. b is the vector of the transmitted information bits.
y is the (Ki 4- MI%) vector which is the input to the linear transformation part. We
need to find a Too such that
(3.5)
Suppose 0 = virbi we assume that all the components of the random multiuser
information bits b independent  and identically distributed with zero mean and
unit variance. The random vector e and noise vector ny are statistically independent.
The solution to oquation 3.5 which can be found in [171{151 is:
(3.6)
where Σ= 	 Eyy 	 cr2a. So the solution of Too is going to be
(3.7)
The final decision is made by I; = sgn(45musE) and the 6mAisp can be get from
(3.8)
where ne is the Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and covariance matrix
a2TortRT;t. In order to find the estimation error of elt1143B7 we can further
decompose 0 .4.3,5/ ;.ks follows,
(3.9)
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where the estimation error, e = —o2ToptW-113+ Toon., contains both bias and noise
components. The error covariance matrix of LMMSE can be found to be equal to
(3.10)
(3.11)
All the above results is built on the ,ption that an the use's' si,gnature waveforms
and the received amplitude are either known or estimated correctly. The advantage
of the above multi- . LMMSE method is that it can be implemented adaptively.
The LMMSE adaptive implementation issue is going to be discussed in the later
part. By using the data driven adaptive LMMSE detectors, only the knowledge
of the desired user's signature is required in this receiver. Through the LMMSE
method, one can also get the best trade-off between the MAI cancellation and noise
variance enhancement.
3.3 High-rate Mode LMMSE Receiver
for Dual-rate CDIVIA Signals
The objective of proposing another high-rate mode LMMSE receiver is that: the
detector which is working • the maximum symbol interval has a large dimension
and computational complexity and introduc,; (M —1) bits detection delay for high-
rate tilers. In order to solve th,.4 = problem, high-rate mode LMMSE receiver which
is shown in Figure 3.2 is proposed in this part. In this high-rate mode LMMSE
receiver, the matched filters are all set to work on the high-rate users' bit interval.
This means that after one processing interval, low-rate users only get partial received
information and high-rate users can get the whole received bit information. The delay
which is introduced by the low-rate mode receiver for high-rate users is eliminated.
In addition, the cross-correlation matrix has the smaller size of (Ki+Kh) x (Ki +KO.
The matched filter output ym(m is corresponding to the rah subinterval of
the low-rate bit interval Tl ) is a K(where K= Ki+ Kh)vector and has the same




where Ril" is aKix Kl cross correlation matrix between Ki low rate users during
mth subinterval of 21, Ra"(i, j) = 471100, 40(08(1)(0dt, (i, = 1, • • 	 ;
is Ki x Kh croes-correlation matrix for mth subinterval of Ti of Kl low rate users
with Kh high rate users , Rthm(i, j) = f(mTh (m-1)Th s(l)i(t)sj(h)(t- (m 1)Th)dt, (i
1, — • , Kt; j = 	 K m = 	 **, Rht,rn = 	 "; Rhh" is the cross-
correlation matrix between Ifh high rate users for the /nth subinterval of
Rhon(i, i) = frm.Thon 81h) (t 	 1)Th)sj(h) (t (m 1)71h)dt, (i, = 1, • • • , Kh) and
avo, ,A1*(0, σ²Rm).
According to LMMSE criteria, the linear transformation for the rrith subinterval
can be found by:
(3.13)
The decision statistic for the mth subinterval is:
(3.14)
For high-rate user, we can decode the information at every subinterval Rm —
1)Th, mTh). Tiw vstirnated information bit of kth high-rate user of mth subinterval
is:
(3.15)
The probability that high-rate user k is decoded incorrectly for the mth subinterval
conditioning on the other user's information bits equals to:
(3.16)
For low-rate users, only the partial information can be obtained during every subin-
terval. A soft decoding rule is going to be applied for low-rate users. The soft
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decoding rule which is used here is the maximum ratio combining. The estimated
information of kth low-rate user is:
( 3.17)
The probability 	 the kth low-rate user is detected incorrectly conditioned on the
other 	 information bits is:
(3.18)
3.4 Multi-rate LMMSE Remlver-Adaptive Implementation
Dual rate decorrelating detectors that working on the matched filter outputs y (see
equation 2.18) is proposed by [41] and is called low-rate decorrelating detector.
Reference [41] also proposed another high-rate decorrelating detector which is
working on the matched filter output ym. The analysis of this two decorrelating
detectors can be found in reference 44621. In order to implement the dual-rate
decorrelating detectors, the receiver need the knowledge of all the active users'
signature sequences. This obviously limits the application of dual-rate decorrelating
detectors in many areas. Motivated by the fact that the data-driven adaptive
LMMSE detector ; tor can successfully decode the desired user's information bit out of
single rate CDMA data [17] vtith the knowledge of only the desired user's signature,
we implement the dual-rate LMMSE receivers adaptively using the method in
reference 1,17;. The dual-rate LMMSE detectors mentally apply the LMMSE
idea right on the chip-rate sampled data r or rm, according to low-rate LMMSE
receiver or high-rate LMMSE receiver. When we consider the low-rate LMMSE
receiver, the proc;.: 'or is working on the low-rate users' bit interval 21. The low-rate
LMMSE receiver decodes a d- Ared ith low-rate user's information or a desired
virtual am — 1)14 j)th high-rate user's bit information as follow,
where tr.,. is the estimated covariance matrix of the received signal and Σ-¹rrr can
be sequentially ;,-timated and updated from data sequence {r(n)} [171. Vector si(l)
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is simply the chip-rate sampled si:s.ature of the ith low-rate user. Vector sY:4 is
chip-rate sampled signature of virtual high-rate user ((m i)ICh j). In the VSL
system, s(j% is simply a vector with its non-zero components formed from the chip-
rate ; if pied signature of jth high-rate user for (m 1)Nh < N < rnNt,. The
important f;.; tures of the ; ; ptive low-rate LMMSE receiver are
• Only the signature of the desired user is needed in decoding its information
bits.
• LMMSE filters in this ; • ptive implementation scheme are simply gener-
al' 	 matched filters [17] 	 can output M-bits of desired high-rate users'
information sequentially from same LMMSE filter, as long as ti.;.1 and r are
available.
The dimension of data for low-rate LMMSE detector is proportional to the
processilig interval Z. The high-rate mode LMMSE receiver has the lower dimension
corresponding to the processing- interval of Th which equals to Ti/M. The high-rate
mode LMMSF rec-eiver decodes a desired ith low-rate user's partial information or
jth high-rate 'user's information from data rm over the interval of Km — 1)Th, rnTh),
where P.;m1,.., is of less dimension (proportional to Th) and can be obtained from
data sequence {rm(n)}. sr) is simply the chip-rate sampled signature of the jth
high-rate user. s!./4, is only the mth segment of chip-rate sampled signature of ith
low-rate user. Since low-rate users' information are embedded within a longer symbol
int = MTh, using partial data rm within sub-interval to decode low-rate users'
information causes performance degradation for low-rate users. In order to alleviate
this problem., we propose to use signal to interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of
desired low-rate user j with each subinterval to weight partial results to make a
better decision on the jth low-rate user's information bit as follows,
(3.19)
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where SINRI . be calculated from the formula derived in [17] by noticing that
models in 3.12 should be used. When the repetition coding scheme is used for low-
rate - , the signature sequenw,. of all users in every subinterval is same, which
me. . Sm and R„, . no longer functions of index m. In this case, maximum ratio
combining reduces into a simple equal gain combining, and equation 3.19 can be
simplified
(3.20)
Each virtual user's signature sequence h. : length MNh N1 and is normalized
over the interval of interest. In MC method, s(h)i,m = 0 0and sTforevery 1 <N
M Nh. In VSL method, sr OVN, but althr;, 0 only for (m — 1)Nh < N < mNh.
3.5 Simulation Results and Discussions
In chapter 2, we show that for maximum likelihood detectors, the AME over the
high-rate bit interval, for those users with non-zero support on that interval in a
low-rate system is always worse than or equal to the AME over the low-rate interval.
It IA a.t, proved by reference [41] for the decorrelating detector that the AME of the
low-rate user employing repetition coding . over the low-rate bit interval is same as
the AME over the high-rate bit interval, and for high-rate users, the AME over the
low-rate bit interval is al . better than the AME over the hi:4.-rate bit interval.
In this section, the performance of LIVIMSE receiver working over the low-rate
bit in . al will be evaluated numerically and compared with the LMMSE receiver
working over the high-rate bit in . In the mean time, the perforraance of LMMSE
receivers rking over the different bit interval will be compared with the corre-
sponding d.. wrelating receivers. The performance comparison of LMMSE receivers
and d sssrreaating detectors between VSL system and MC system is also provided in
this tion.
A direct sequence CDMA system is considered. In this system, there are two
low-rate users and one high-rate user. This means IC1 = 2, Kh = 1. The rate-ratio
is set to be equal to two which means = 2. For the VSL system, the processing
gain for high-rate nom is set to be Lh = 7, the processing gain of low-rate users is
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set to be Li = 2 x 7 = 14. The repetition coding scheme is used for low-rate users
which me. 0: that the code repeat itself M times during one low-rate bit interval.
The Gold sequences are ch to be the spreading sequences. The SNR of the kth
user will be 10logto,i.
In Fig. 3.3, the Bit Error Rate (BER) of low-rate user 1 is plotted as a function
of the increasing SNR of the other users. As expected, LMMSE dual-rate receiver can
attain  . user lower bound when the other users' SNR is low, and when the other
users' SNR is high. it .; ply becomes a decorrelating detector. In this figure, we
can for low-rate user 1 which using repetition code, the performance of low-rate
mode decorrelating detector is . ee as the performance of high-rate decorrelating
detector. But for LMMSE receiver, the near-far resistance of low-rate user 1 when
it working • r the low--rate mode may not equal to the near-far resistance of the
high-rate mode LMMSE receiver, which means the near-far resistance of low-rate
LMMSE rereiver for low-rate users is :4 • ter than or equal to the near-far resistance
of high-rate mode LMMSE receiver. In Fig. 3.4, the same results for the high-rate
user 3 are provided. Here, we can - . - the near-far resistance of the high-rate user
for the high-rate LMMS'E r '`ver is always worse than the near-far r ::istance of the
low-rate LMMSE SE receiver at the high SNR region of the interferers'. That means
for high-rate users, there is always a 'mance . • ation when its information
is detected through high-rate LMMSE receiver. Fig. 3.5 show the performance
comparison of low-rate user between the LMMSE receiver with VSL access method
and MC access method. There are two disadvantages for MC acc. method. Firstly,
no orthogonality exists in the pairs of virtual high-rate use's. Secondly, when the code
is not totally orthogonal, MC access method introduces multiple access interference
or inter symbol interference every M bits for each high-rate user itself through the
serial to parallel transition and the code assignment. For the Gold sequences which
we are using, the VSL system outperforms the MC system. Fig. 3.6 shows us
the performance comparison of high-rate user between the VSL system and MC
system. It also shows that the VSL system outer-performs the MC system. Another
performance comparison we want to make in the simulation results of this chapter
between the VSL and MC system is the influence of the rate ratio M over the bit









Figure 3.1 	 '-rate LMMSE receiver for VSL dual-rate CDMA system
High-rate McKie
Matched Fitter







Figure 3.2 High-rate mode LMMSE receiver for dual-rate CDMA system
Kh = 3. high-rate user. The chip rate is selected to be consistent with the system's
bandwidth for both acces$ methods, where low-rate users still use repetition coding.
Fig. 3.7 shows us the results of gm versus rate ratio M of the VSL virtual low-
rate system. We observed that for both low-rate decorrelating detector and low-rate
LMMSE receiver, the performance of low-rate user is insensitive to the rate-ratio
M. But the performance of high-rate user becom,: better as M increases. Fig. 3.8
sh• us the TIER versus rate-ratio M for MC system. It can be observed here that
both low-rate user and high-rate users' • mance for different receivers is going
to deteriorate as M increases.
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Figure 3.3 Three user VST, system, Kt = 2, Kh = 1,M = 2, Li = 14, Lh = 7, SNR
of law-rate user 1 SNR1 8dB
Figure 3.4 Three user VSL system, Kt = 2, Kh = 1, M = 2, Li = 14, Lh = 7, SNR
of high-rate user 1: SNR3 = 8dB
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Figure 3.5 Three user system, Kt = 2,1CA = 1,M = 2, Li = 14, 4 = 7 for VSL
system, L ma 14 for MC system. SNR of low-rate user I: SNR1 8c1.13
Figure 3.8 Three user system, Ki = 2,14 = 1,M = 2, Li = 14,4 = 7 for VSL
system, L  14 for MC system. SNR of high-rate user 1: SNR3 = 8dB
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Figure 3.7 Five user VSL virtual low-rate system, Ki = 4,Kh =1, SNR =10dB
for all Ilskis, 	 14, Lt, t,--t 7
Figure 3.8 Two user MC virtual low-rate system, Ki =1,14 =1, SNR =10dB
for all users, L 14
CHAPTER 4
MULTI-SHOT RECEIVER FOR ASYNCHRONOUS MULTI-RATE
CDMA SYSTEMS
4.1 Introduction
The previous two chapters 	 consider the receiver d-:;gn for dual-rate synchronous
COMA transmission channels. In this chapter, we discu:: the multi-rate receiver
design for asynchronous C DMA transmission channel. The asynchronous decor-
relating detector for single rate CDMA systems was proposed by [6]. LMMSE
receiver for single rate asynchronous CDMA systems was proposed by [15]. Decor-
relating detector and LNIMSE receiver achieve the optimum near-far resistance [5]
[6] by extending the observation window 1....gth to infinity. They are ideally infinite
memory-length detectors. To ob . practical detectors which have low implemen-
tation complexity, linear. finite-memory-1 length  multiuser detectors were studied by
[54 The one-shot matched filter and multi-shot matched filter in reference [54]
are shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. A multi-shot approach with debiasing
method was proposed by 122]. Referen [53] [221 showed that a decorrelating-based
detector with moderate observation window length can asymptotically achieves the
performance of the infinite wind detectors. Based on dual-rate model of
synchronous CDMA systems, we pro .44.: - dual-rate model for asynchronous CDMA
systems. Multishot receivers for multi-rate CDMA signals are proposed in this
chapter. ft is shown through the simulation results that the performance of multishot
ri,c4-iver improves monotonically with increasing the number of stacked bits. However,
the large number of stacked bits great computational complexity. The
debiasing method which is used in multi-rate receiver for asynchronous transmission
channel can improve the performance only through a moderate number of staked bits,
which means without grrat computational uputational complexity, the performance of infinite
memory length detector can be achieved. The adaptive implementation scheme for
LMMSE method proposed in the previous chapter can handle both synchronous and
asynchronous channels as long as the signature and timing information on the desired
user is available.
Figure 4.1 Orte,Shot matched filter timing and structure
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4.2 multi-shot matched filter timing and structure
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4.2 Prelimhsaries
Let's consider our dual-rate system as a virtual low-rate system that transmit the
signals asynchronously. Similar to the synchronous dual-rate system in chapter 2,
the active users are still classified into two groups. Low-rate users with bit interval
high-rate users -ors with bit interval TÁ.he bit rate ratio is equal toMR.,wh ch
is set to be an integer. The signature waveforms of different users are normalisied to
the bit interval of interest. There are total K. = Ki-f-MKh virtual users in a virtual
low-rate systern where Kt , Kh stand for the number of low-rate and high-rate users
respectively. Coherent detection is assumed in this chapter and the signals are sent
over an additive white Gaussian noise channel in which the noise n(t) has zero mean
and varianct cr? The base- e; ved s al for virtual low-rate system
during the time interval [0,Tt), 	 is:
(4. 1)
where superscripts (1) and (h) denote low-rate user and high-rate user. bi(l), wi(l),si(l) , 41)
are the con psponding transmitted information bits, received energy and signature
sequences of low-rate user i, where i = 1 1,— , K 4,4, 4, s(h)j,m the corre-
sponding transmitted information bits, received energy and siss ature sequences of
virtual high-rate nser (m — 1)Kta + j, w rn IC • M; j = 17 • * • 7 Kh. ri Ti
represent trfal81116Sinfl delay for Im-rate user i and high-rate user j. We assume the
receivers know the time delay r for each user. If the desired user is user k, without
lost of generality, we will assume rk = 0 and the other TIS are computed relative
to rh sr 0. When all the r's are equal, the channel is a synchronous transmission
channel. Under the synchronous condition, the output of a bat:11c of matched filters
for single rate system forms the sufficient statistics of all the users' information bit
within one symbol interval. When the delay r's are not equal, the information of
different users is not transmitted at the same time and make the received signals to be
an asynchronous form. In general, we : ume that delays of all Kl ± Kh users satisfy
the relationship of 0 < < • • • < 	 < r+1 < • • • <	 < Th • It is noted
that between the pairs of virtual users in the VSL virtual law-rate system, there is
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no delay involved. The signature sequenc;.: for the MC and VSL access methods in
a virtual low-rate syst+iLt have different properti;,:. In MC method, s(l)kl(t) 0 and
(h) 	 (l)s(h)kh,m(t) 	 0 for (i — 1)Tl < t < 	 In the VSL method, s(l )kl(t) (t) 	 0 for all t, but
sikh2,„,(t) 0 0 only for very (i 1)71 (m — 1)Th <t < (i — 1)71 + rnTh. The VCR
• als are also consistent with this model if sampled at high chip rate and has the
same constraints ai; the VSL signals, besid ., for low-rate user's signature sequences,
every M chips form a group which . on the same value.
The vector form of the equation 4.1 can be written as:
(4.2)
((-)M, (-)(h) denote low-rate user and high-rate user, in = 1,2, 	 M)
All the users are aPt'umed to be in the order of IC1 low-rate users followed by
14 high-rate usvrh. The output of kith low-rate matched filter which is sampled at
the end of ith symbol interval (1 = 0, 1, 2, ...) is:
(4.3)
The 	 tor form of all low-rate users' matched filter output in the time interval
(1 + 1)Ti) is 	 Kl x 1 vector.
(4.4)
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The matched filter output of ((rn—l)kh+j)th virtual high-rate use which is sampled
at the end of mat subinterval of ri (i 1)Ti) is:
(4.5)
The vector form of all M Ks virtual 	 -rate users' matched filter output during the
time interval 	 lin (1 1)71) is the MKh x 1 vector
(4.6)
The total output vector of K = 	 Kh matched filters during the time interval




and WOW, E {0, ±1}, is the crow-correlation matrix with kith element R(i)kl(j) =
f(t+¹)η irk)st(t jTl — 71)dt and R(i)(j) = 0, > 1. R(0(-1) =
1V+1)(1). The sampled output vector of ith bit within time interval Pi, (ti + 1)TO
can be written as
(4.8)
where z(i) = (i), n(i) is a Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and covariance
matrix (71R,(0). In the case of synchronous transmission channel, delays of all the
users are equal, R(1), R(-1) vanish. That na,: 'I: when the channel is asynchronous
tranbinisbdo,n channel, there exists MAI which is induced by the previous symbol and
the next symbol. It appears in R(1)0 — 1) and 11(-1)z(i + 1). The multiuser
interference introduced by the present bit appears in the term R(0)z(i).
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where z(i) = (i), n(i) is a Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and covariance
matrix (71R,(0). In the case of synchronous transmission channel, delays of all the
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4.3 Multi-shot Receiver
for Asynchronous Dusi-rate CDMA Signals
B ; ; on the previous discussion, the matched filtered output of ith bit is:
(4.9)
The received signal will he proces,sed in the proe.:,* • windows of length N = 2P+1,
where P is a pos:tive integer and the window length Nis also called detector memory
length mured itt symbol duration 21. N oo, the detectors will become
ideal infinite memory length multiuz-r detectors. In general, the number of infor-
mation bits is very large. That means if we want to achieve the performance
of the ideal linear multiuser detector, N is needed to be very large. This will
unavoidably ! he computational cowl, :ty of the detectors. In order to make
detectors rk //Jon tficierd ly, t he averaging method and the de-biasing method are
suggested later. "1 he 1114n01g method can improve the performance much, but
the bet wr performance the receiver can provide the larger number of N is needed.
The de biasing method is performed through the decomposition of detector D, i.e.,
= (D(i), D(i+1) 41' 1)1 " 7)(i -4-N —1)7 which h; ; the size of NICx K. and Kt, x
matrix P(i). hp- method will be shown later that it can gain much even in the
worst rase of N 3, which mans P 1.







= Wb(N" diag{W/ • • ',W} • [VW, • • ' bT(1: + N -
= W.b. (N) = diag{WW} [hT(i - I), bT(i + Mir
In equation 4.13, the first term RZ is contributed by the bits inside the processing
window. The socond term R.Z. is contributed by the bits on the edge of the
processing winelow. The first term of equation 4.13 is an approximation of equation
412 since the bias term is alznost a zero vector except for the first and the last sub-
Work. If making the truncation, neglecting the bi: term ReZe, the estimation of the
information bit will be easy to do 122:. It was proven that R in 4.13 is a NK„ x
symmetric, positive definite, block-tridiagonal and full rank matrix. The noise term
Ar is it NK. x zero  Gaussian noise vector with covariance matrix a2R.
vve all know, a, linear ntultiuser detector processes the matched filter output
vector Y by a linear operation T. In other words, the detector output X is given by
X 7,-7, TTY. If A' -7 ,V!, where Nb is data packet I wo we have ideal detectors for
parkoti7od trantsmission. The decorrelating detector here is T = R-1. If the infor-
mation bit 4(0 aro independent and uniformly distributed, the LMMSE detector is
T (R - σ²w-²) . If the Mze of the data packet is very large, the ideal detectors
dehrribed above may not be feasible. To obtain more practical detectors, we introduce
the roulti-hhot receiver which proposed for single-rate asynchronous CDMA
systetwl 'IV: to dual - rate asynchronous CDMA systems. A multi-shot detector is
working on the finite number (e.g. N 1=3 2P + 1) of matched filter outputs. The
decision Alit istic of N -bit multiuser information of low-rate multi-shot decorrelating
detector if,:
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where grl 	 NK,, x I Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and covariance matrix
0.21Z-1. The N- 	 ,-imat,4!4;utput information of low-rate multishot decorrelating
detectrAr is: 811:-.) 	 ,,,.411{Xn '0)1- The decision statistic of N bit multiuser infor-
mation of low-rate 	 multi shot LMMSE receiver is:
(4.15)
where 	 is 	 I Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and covariance
matrix (R. + a2)41-2) RCR -04-(7241-2)-T. The N bit :,:timated output information of
low-rate multishot LYMNISF, receiver B (N)mmsc (i) = sgn{X(N)mmse(i)}. Specifically, the
matrix Requation ion 4,13 lv,o, a block- tridiagonal structure since R(0) is a symmetric,
positive &finite mmrix, It is an upper triangle matrix, R(-1) RT(1), So the
above R is a !,yrintietrie, r,itive definite matrix of full rank and it is also a diagonal
dominant matrix Therefore, the inverse R-1, (R + σ²W-²)-¹ are also diagonal
dominant matrio- for asynchronous trans+. ion channel, it is noted that the
dimension of R 	 in general larger than Kt + MICh for a virtual low-rate system,
dependirwr: 	 iL44 aflual number of virtual bits present within the processing window.
4,uvli 	 the R matrix (An be either full rank or rank deficient, depending on
the rol;,.:J1,,i1 ltetwe4.n all virtual hignatures or b: 	 associated with all virtual bits.
When the matrix R 1, singular, one is still able to decode a desired user's bit as
long e-o, its full-length signature is present within the process:mg interval. However, in
such cP.4-4-- one should 11,-,4- 1),pseudo-inverse of R, in the decorrelating detector. If the
multi shot LMMSE detector is used, we don't need to worry about the singularity
probli-m, *ince our filtering reNtrix is never sin: , as long as there is noise present
in data.
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Aceordin,	 ';'f'quiroment, we can set our processing interval equal
to either	 minimum valve 	 specified by the symbol interval of high-rate users, Th)
or the n,c,ximmu	 oified by the symbol interval of low-rate users, Tl. Corre-
	to	 receivers as high-rate mode receivers and low-rate mode
receiwnz.	 ,	 the previous chapters, the complexity of the problem
and the pror,--", -	 the detectors	 ige with the choice of the processing
interval, Note 	 that 	 synchronous case, the interb ,,,ce pattern changes with
each sul, int k , in actually implementing the data-driven
adaptive hir,h,r,ite mode I,MMSE receiver, firstly, we need to translate received data
r„, for -1,14:11,1-,., into It parallel streams, and use M parallel charnels to
decode the 	 bit streams	 The matrix tr";1; associated with
each	 0,4-11 tho Aboquoltitiliy Obtimated and updated from each
data	 (rm(i)}. 	 the low-rate rate user in a high-rate mode LMMSE
rect,ivcr, since its	 information !'‘ izibtiLled within a longer symbol interval Ti = MTh)
using pall	 r„, if	 mth , -,ibinterval to decode low-rate users' information
ratr,cs 	 performance  for low-rate users. In order to alleviate this problem,
we al,	 to interference plus noise ratio (S/NRO of desired
lowrate -rate within	 !.stih.intorval to weight partial results obtained in each
parallel channel 	 makes	 better  decision on the whole low-rate user's information
bit. 'the t	 computational 	 aa... so,lated with the high-rate mode LMMSE
detector 	 4l, !	 vuehronous multi-rate CDMA	 attractive than
the 14,,tx r4tt,	 - ,,ver proposed in this chapter'', Intuitively, using the
low-rate tvo,,h, MIA% at,,41-tor, one can more reliably estimate/update the inter-
 ow,(1;iv.--04 .1.!N ,	 over a longer processing interval Tl Since within
earh int el	 1%, tto, intetfefonce pattern repeats itself periodically, it is also
computationally efficient in ntg the lm-rate LMMSE detector for the asynchronous
appl Ira t )(ins.
4.3.1 Two Prom  Methods of Dual-rate Multi-shot LMMSE Receiver
•
nwtheid performed by m: og every length N memory as a
4?)cri,d taking an average through this N bit available detector
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(4.20)
The decision st.ttistic of the middle
(4.21)
Th,	 ivfomat ion bit 	 be ob .ed by taking the sign of the cone-
spuntlim, de,c, 	 + 	 = sgn{xd(N) (i + 1)}. In general, the
K matrix 	 can hc, calculated in advance by iteratively using the
`.1'./ irk :14,11rix (of it' - , •dimension) inversion and the nice structure of
Fl A/ 4 .1\ z= 3 , 'hp 3K. x Ky matrix can be calculated as follow:
(4.22)
whei
LMNIST 	 N 3 case the generalized multi-shot detector
11,-)111.0 	 condition
(4.23)
of the !riddle, 	 to:
(4.24)
Th 	 estimated information it al bit ran be oh 	 by taking the siin of the corm-
Npuliduw 	 + =I signlyenutc(i ± 1)1. Through the
alo No 	 we Van achieve the near-far resistance with N = 3,
and 	 doing wig the matrix inversion (AR Which h: the size of NKvxNK,„
only the 	 I matrix inversion 	 of it Much has the size of IV, x Kt, is involved.
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4.4 Simulation • ,.ults and Discussions
In chapter 3, we numerically evaluate and compare the performance of the LMMSE
receiver f.vt,r the hic4h-rate bit interval and low-rate bit interval for the synchronous
transtri:,--ion cl;a/inf	 t!`40 compare the performance difference between the
VSL system and MC ,,,y,Torn for dual-rate LMMSE receivers for synchronous trans-
mission cll,mr,4	 t lit. previous rhapter. In this chapter, we provide the simulation
rc-ii.ts for th, for which we proposed inthis apter. Firstly, we provide
the simulation results which -.hc.ww the performance improvement with averaging
method and debiasing method for a dual-rate virtual low-rate async.hronous CDMA
system. Secondly provide the simulation ts which show the performance
imprixemvilt bet v., 	 the multi-shot LMMSE receiver and multi-shot decorrelating
detector for multi - rate CDNIA siKrials. Also in the 	 •nd part of simulation results,
WP show the perforrwite, .ttiprovetneut between three-shot detectors with de-biasing
and without for multi-rate signals. Thirdly, we provide simulation results
for comparison   of the VSL ;Ind Mrsystem .
A direct stmtienre	 ,ymert-i with BPSK data and coherent detection is
considered There 	 are four ers in this system, which are two low-rate users and
two high vate	 = 2 and Kit = 2. The rate-ratio is set to be
equal to	 2 For thy VSI,, system, the processing gain for high-rate users is set
to he Lp, =2 7,	 processing  gain of low-rate users is set to be Li = 2 x 7 14. The
repetition coding scheme is used for  low-rate users which m;: • that the code repeat
itself M times during one low-rate bit interval. The Gold -quences are chosen
to he the ,,proadinr, ,equenc 	 The SNR of the kth user of the system will be
I Dior	 , Tlw traw,nii1,.s,ion delays associated with all four users are chosen as:
= 0, DJ	 T	 211,, 	 37,.
in Fig. 4.4 the bit -i-rof tate (DER) of low-rate user 1 is plotted as a function of
incroming. SNR of the other IL,4.14i. At. expected, for the virtual low-rate VSL system
with iver;-, -31,smitting at two different data rates, the three-shot decorrelating
detmtor with avi lagmg method and debiasing method can provide performance
improvement •,,vcr thro,v decorrelating detector. Time-shot debiasing decor-
relating (44,c-tor can almost attain near-far r. :t : ice. Fig. 4.5 shows the same
simulation roltta of the performance comparison of high-rate user 3 between
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Figure 4-3 Low-rate mode multi-shot receiver
the Olt, -hot tiecorrelat k three-slitYt decorTelator with averaging and three-shot
&biasing ds,tector. Tr, 1 tg, 16, the bit error rate of low-rate user 1 is again plotted
as a function of inerf,,..4ing SNR oftheother users and Fig  .7 is the similar results of
the high 111',-r"; Gmiparing to the multi-shot deconelating detector, multi-shot
LMMSE reo.ivf4t. call in ovitie hotter performance when the other user's SNR is lower
than th, SNR. The proposed multi-shot LMMSE debiasing detector
can attam the upper bound of multi-shot debiasing decorrelator when the other
users' SNR is high and trbrir IrmirPr bound when the other users' SNR is low
comparing ti) the desired user's SNR.
}lc p('!~formai,, 0 comparison of VSL and MC sy; is shown in Fig. 4.8 and
Fig. 4.9 for low-rate 1”-k't I and high-rate user 1. Comparing to the corresponding
result- tho VSI ,,ystetns, it is clear that the VSL access systems offer a distinct
ath.ahi.-tp,e ovt‘r the \IC sy-,tern.
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Figure 4.4 Four VSL 2,M 2,M = 2,Ll = 14,4 = 7, window
length N — 3, SNIt :;oy: raw user 'I SNR1 10dB
Figure 4.5 Four user VSL system,Kl = 2, Kb = 2,M = 2, Li = 14, Lb = 7, window
lentrth N 3, SNR of high-rate user 3 SNR3 10dB
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Figure 4.6 Four 	 VSL 	 tr7 2. Kh = 2,M = 2,4 = 14, Lh = 7, window
length N 3, SN'll of ;, rate 	 I SNRl =11,
Figure 	 Four 11-,er VSf, system, Kt= 2, Kh = 2,M = 2, Li = 14, Lh = 7, window
length N 3, SNii, of high-rate nser 3 SNR3 =
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tanwww.sty,
FigurQ ,14 Tim* 	 2,14 1„M = 2, Li = 14, Lh = 7 for VSL
system, L 14 for mc4,,,,ystott. SNI1 of low-rate user 1: SNR1 = 8dB
Figure 4.0 Thret, uber system = 2, Kh = 1,M = 2, Li = 14, = 7 for VSL
systom, t 14 for MC 	 SNR of high-rate 	 1: SNR3 =8dB
CHAPTER 5
LINEAR	 TI r RE	 R FOR MULTI-RATE CDMA
SYSTEMS
5.1 Introduction
Due to the	 user demands for wireless communication services, there has
been much interest interest	 `'31 finding	 alternative methods of increasing capacities of wireless
systems. For CDMA 	 the spreading sequen are long pseudo-random
squences 	 l's 	 transmitted signals are spread over a bandwidth
which is much widcr l'hali the data rate. By d.; 'don, signals with these charac-
teristics are sprer,ri sp*-4.1rum	 and their bandwidth is wide enough so that
the channel afffil;,, the subbabands differently Such	 •els are said to be frequency
solective. Ilccailw of	 wat tors in wirelos channels, the received signal contains
multipath components 	 which Are delayed and distorted replicas of the original
transmitt4 -igz-“J. Wiole multipath signals 	 often viewed as a detriment to
many c.ornmmticAtion$',",,Ttur, the frequency selective nature of the CDMA channel
allows the ilettwtor to take advantage of Lb: •• by :: plying their individual signal
components. thtneby providing 4 form of frequency diversity. The well-known Rake
receiver I3	 optimal for combating multipath fading in the absence of MAI.
The multiur detert441	 optimal for suppressing the MAI. More recently, one
emerging emallit tiwt hi* lwert receiving much attention is Space Division Multiple
Access 	 tochttikluk,	 focused on using multiple antennas at the base station
receiver,	 provid, am, zna or diversity gain and to exploit the spatial distribution
of Ilt,ori„ thr,,11/4b	 filtering :[55] The application of SDMA techniques to
wireic,:. (Dm A ,,,r,,tott„ /0,,,s been investigated by many researchers In [56], a linear
multiumq- array tivtectur is derived which a frontend array of sensors and
which exploits knowIedge of the Tc.cvived signals' directions of arrival. In doing
so, the linear Inuit illsPr array detector provides significant performance gains over
the hinttiti !,s*w.,or	 luultiuser decorrelating detector. By combining these space-
domain techniquos with the time domain t 	 like Rake receiver and multiuser
detection, the 	 ing space-time detectors [24 [55] show potential of improving




Firstly,	 mode LMMSE space-time receiver for dual-rate CDMA
signals if„, prospected th e receits receiver there are multiple antennas at the front end of
the rcroive=r. ,Aft1- t'hat, the code array/channel matched filters which correspond
to low-ri.st 	 h:.?,g1T - rate nsers are foll -:#. The LMMSE estimation-based
detectim 	 working over the low-rate users' information bit interval tries to
minimi/k, the M,SF: 	 the. output data and the transmitted information after
the rode array,/chant,.. :teheti filters. The disadvantage of this receiver is that
the explicit the array and channel coefficients (spatial signatures) are
ni- 441Ni in ri)cie oxr:qich;17-4:1 matdimi filter part. Also, the ° :timation of the channel
coefficients cannot ine-i,,rpori into the adaptive LMMSE algorithms. In order
to solve the 	 an alternative approach for this receiver is proposed and is
railed type 	 4pd,.-4- rate v- to(1e LMMSE spacMime receiver for dual-rate CDMA
signals. In 	 ,-;)proach, the array/channel w:*. ting, combining and
linear In1111..; 	 `*,'3141W'rl11 into a single matrix followed the code matched
filters. No 	 explicit knowledge 	 of the array and channel coefficients are needed in
this appro4rh, ;r04k$ Thc, 	 ittVO iOn of the channel # :-cients can be incorporated
into certo.in 1 	 a.dptive aktmitinits. The above two approach,: have the
disativantlwr of low rate mode rt-'oivers which 	 dimension, computational
complexity 	 and processing delay for high rate users.
Secondly, 	 INPASF spatv-time receiver for dual-rate CDMA
bignalh 	 tvi-o,stage LMMSE space-time receiver generates
the decisions for high :HT4,* n'erl '*4. every intervsl of Th. After the first stage which
is workiTiv ov,r	 I 	 sutant#,rvalb of Th, the low rate users' decision is made
in the ,ovonii 13y,e 	 on the information provided by the previous stage. Also
the hi,v,11 rate 	 of Aftli ,ubinterval is made in the second stage. The
two- kg,r- LMMSE	 time receiver reduces the computational complexity of the
low.rate mode LMMSE t..pace - tilne receiver and supp 	 the procing delay for
high rate 	 with sacrificing a minor performance. There are also two approaches
for the tx,,, 	 spar-tiltiv receiver. The first approach requires the
explicit knowlet,h., of the Faray and thannel coefficients at the code array/channel
matrh -,1 filter 	 The array 	 and cannel 6 ileients need to be ,:timated
adyluice. The second approach can intorpo 	 the channel ,:timation into the
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rertain LMMSE 	 algorithm and only the knowledge of the desired 	 's
signat 	 !," 	 relplited.
5.2 Preliminaries
A w,k-raf 	 I t.4ng variable spreading $ length access method is
. 	 'tIve 	 rlassifimi into two groups. Low-rate users
with 	 1.4 with bit interval Th. Bit rate ratio equals
m =	 wiarh	 to	 an integer. The si:# ature waveforms of different
user, uri.' nor I' interested 	 bit interval. There are total number of
K =	 K	 z,tand for the number of low-rate and high-rate
utwrs. 	 the total number of virtual users in a virtual low-rate
sy,,t t 	 synchronously over frequency 	 selective Rayleigh fading
charawk such 	 found nt indoor wireless and mobile radio systems. This
channel ran "4, 	 ,1Vff hy a tapped delay line with tap spacing 71, 
where pc, is the 	 signal bandwidth. The tap weight co; cients of ith user
vth 	 v 	 V —1, is modeled as zero mean, complex Gaussian
random varioNo 	 th 	 total of V B„,Tin +1 [571 resolvable paths where
T„, is the cilrr..ri 1-1.04:”Ittoti prt.--agh It is assumed that the symbol interval 21 and
1144f I: 	 Tm, Th 	 Tm. This will allow us to ignore the effects
of inter  -,vritb, 4 LL,/!fl,,, 	 V6, further assume that the coherence time of the
channel 	 1:41;x1 7 - : 	 Ow symbol intervals, so that a slow-fading channel
Ant itt least for one symbol interval is : .:,:umed. We
ronslder it* 01011i414: 	 antvnna, ih the front end of the receiver. They are
arrang,i 	 ,t,r14%, with A/2 spuing where A is the wave-length of the RF
signal rarti(-n We 	 assume that this spacing is sufficient for the users' signals to arrive
fit Int and for their relative time delays at each sensor to be modeled
; phase 	 at pth sensor with respect to the first sensor due
to it h low low-rate 	 -th path signal is (p — 1)π sin α(l)i,v.  sin 	 The phase offset at pth
sensor with 	 respect to the firt,t 1,0)1,,,,r due to jth *: rate user's vth path signal is
v„.1,to α(t) i, v 	 the signal's direction of arrival measured with
resrlect to thy linear 	 ',ilk, resulting b: band r; ;:ved s*: 	 at the pth sensor
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during the time 	 0, 7p
where h(l) t,x,y 	 and	 expij — 1)1π sin α(l)i,v] c(l)i,v is the vth path channel(p-1)	i, v]
end fir1011 	 corresponds to vth path of the ith low-rate
user\ spreading 	 	 and	 ate 'th low-rate user's transmit power and infor-
mat it bit respectively 	 similar way, hrolp =	 and a(h)j,v,p exp[i(p —
1)π sin α(h) 	 channel coefficient of 	 high-rate user j s(h) j,v (t)π sin 	 	 the 	 path  channel 	 coefficient 	 	 high-rate	 c(t) corre-
sponds to tth 	 t4.4 - 411 hirh-rate usees spreading code, wyo and b(iht.̀2,„ are jth
high r3ie 	 upiti informatinn bit of over [(m — 1)Th, mTh). The
correlations 	 and a(h)j,v,p depend on factorscorrelations mong	 	 and _ a(h)j,v,p such as the
arovnua	 {-1t4z,	 .)f arrival, and it's 	 ttering angle (bea,mwidth)










the kr' can be writ tqa as :
(5.5)
For the high 	 users we assume the array gain does not change within the time
, T1), 	 for any subinT4,rve.1 *Am 	 rnTh), the array gain matrix for4 I
hig,h-ratp
(5.6)
which * p x v K., 1; rm with each component Ar being the size P x V array
gain matrix of 	 high-rate
(5.7)
By •defining the folhox
(5. 8)
W 	 written written
(5.9)
The chip 	„tripled vtrAon of received information of Ki low-rate users




(x o y d denotes otes the component-wise product of two similarly sized matrices x, y).
Noting that the si: • ature waveform ST (n) S(l) (n) for (m— 1)Nh < n < mNh.
has the size of NhxVifi. When the repetition coding scheme is used, Sii) , • • = S(L
and S(1) = IS(11).1" • • S(AI)Tir. The noiseless chip-rate sampled version of received
information of Ifh hi• -rate users at the pth sensor during {(rn — 1)ThmTh) is the Nh
vector:
1.,(h) = (h) ( A (h) 	 g(h)H(h) W(h)m b(h)m,r m,p 	 (5.11) 'bm 	 Sm S(h)mH(h)m,p m b(h)m
where
The r• ,ulting chip-rate sampled version of received signal during [(m — 1)Th, mTh)
at pth sensor is:
(5. 12)
where
is complex Gaussian noise vector with Lid real and imaginary components with
zero mean and variance .721mi, and the noise at each of the sensors is uncorrelated.
The muffing chip-rate sampled version of received signal at pth sensor over the time
interval [0, TO is a NI vector, and it can be written as:
(5.13)
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is complex Gauan noise vector with i.i.d real and imaginary components with
zero mean and variance rr2Im, and the no*: at each of the sensors is uncorrelated.
We make the following assumptions in this chapter:
1. Tho vi,r4) mean noise vector nv, n 	 are temporally and specially white with
E[npupri = 0, Elnpnpal = σ²INl and E[nmon,„ =0, Eintwa,pnami = 0.21m,
2. The information bits 	 i.i.d. with unit energy.
3. All channels hi„„ are LTI within finite duration [0, VTO.
4. The array gains are all magnitude one: 	 = 1, IIa(h)j,v,plI = 1 for all i,j,p,v.
So the array gains represent a ,; 'pie ph: offset with respect to a reference
usor.
5. 'rho multipath F,ignals for a given user are independent.
5.3 	 —rate Mode LMMSE Space-Time Detection
The low-rate mode LNIMSE space-time detector has a bank of the code array/channel
matched iiltem at tho front end of the receiver for de-spreading, space filtering and
multipath fading cancellation. First, the detectors use a bank of correlators at each
antenna, matched to the KV delayed version of multipath spreading codes. The
matched filter output for low-rate users at antenna p can be written as:
smTrn. 	 (5.14)
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The matched filter output for high-rate users at pth sensor during the time interval
Rm — 1)Th, mTh) can be written as:
(5.15)
Then the coxTelator output for each user's vth multipath component at antenna p
is weighted by the conjugate of the estimated array/channel coefficients, which is
TiC1) = aCn aço for low-rate user i and i4h),p tirat,),p63(hm) for high-rate user j, to formt,v,p ttv
the code channel matched filter output. The code channel matched filter output at
pth sensor for low-rate users can be written as:
(5.16)
The code channel matched filter output at pth sensor for high-rate users' rri,th subin-
terval can be written as:
(5.17)
Then the multi-path combined information for all P element receiving antennas are
going to be summed again to form the final code array/channel matched filter output.
Let's define the real part of the summation of P low-rate users' code channel matched
filter output as:
(5.18)
The real part of the summation of P high-rate users' code channel matched filter
output is:
(5.19)
Since rate difference exists between the different users, the code array/channel
matched filter output for high-rate users, x,gl), is put into the memory to form the
MVKh vector x(h), where x(h) = [xiih)T • xVTF. This MVKh vector is going
to be jointly processed with the low rate users' code array/channel matched filter
output vector x(0. The structure of the code array/channel matched filter is shown
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in Figure 5.1. All together, the code array/channel matched filter output during the
time interval [0, TO can be written as:
(5.20)
where
az is a Gau,....:*an noise vector with zero mean and covariance matrix σ²R,.
All the linear processor is going to work on the data of the code array/channel
matched filter output. Fig.5.2 shows the system structure of low-rate mode LMMSE
space-time receiver. After the code array/channel matched filtering, the minimum
mean-squared error detection is used to suppress the MAI by minimizing the mean-
square error between the output data vector and the transmitted information vector.
Suppose b is the transmitted information vector. x is the (K1-1- MKh) vector
which is the input to the linear transformation part. We need to find the Topt such
that
(5.21)
Suppose e Wb. We assume that all the components of the random multiuser
information bits b are independent and identically distributed with zero mean and
unit variance, the random vector e and noise vector na, are statistically independent.
Thp Anhltinn to anuation 5.21 can be found in 1'1711151, which is
(5.22)
(5. 23)
Code and Array/channel Matched Filter
Figure 5.1 Code and array/channel matched filter for single rate CDMA
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LR Code Array/Channel
/ 	 Matched Filter Linear
Transfer
'rapt
sgn (8 LAimsE )
ER Code Array/Channel
Matched Filter
Figure 5.2 Low-rate mode LMMSE space-time receiver
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The final decision is made by 13 = sgn(OLMMSE) and the OLmmsE can be get from
(5.24)
where no is the Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and covariance matrix
cr2ToptIZTIpt. In order to find the estimation error of e" mmsE, we can further
decompose the kimsE as follow,
(5.25)
where the estimation error, e = —σ²ToptW-¹b + Toptn„, contains both bias and
noise components. The error covariance matrix of MMSE can be found to be equal
to
(5.26)
The bit error rate for kth LR/HR user average over the interferers' bits is
(5.27)
Because of the convexity of the mean-squared error expression in equation 5.21,
the MMSE solution in equation 5.23 represents a global minimum. But the explicit
knowledge of the array and channel coefficients are needed in code array/channel
matched filter part. Another drawback of this MMSE detector is that the estimation
of the channel and array co coefficients cannot be incorporated into the adaptive
algorithm for obtaining Topt. The estimates must be explicitly obtained using some
other means (like a training or pilot signal). In order to solve the problems, an alter-
native approach which is called is called type 2 low-rate mode LMMSE space-time
detection is proposed here. The system construction of the type 2 receiver is shown
in Figure 5.3. In this receiver, the linear MMSE detection is cascaded together with







Figure 5.3 Type 2 low-rate mode LMMSE space-time receiver
In this receiver, the code matched filter output for high-rate users at pth sensor
is put into the memory every Th, At pth sensor, at the end of the time interval [0, T1),
the code matched filter output can be written as:
(5.28)
The code matched filter output of all P sensors can be stacked into a size PVK,
vector. This vector can be written as:
(5.29)
where
( where denot- the Kronecker product of two matrices).
After the code matched filter, the linear multiuse' detector, together with array/channel
weighting and combining, is trying to minimize the MSE between the output data
and the transmitted information. That means we try to find Topt,2 such that
(5.30)




Noting that we suppose the matrix 1?..2 is full rank when R is full rank, so that
the matrix inversion exist. 1.f 7Z2 is not full rank, the pseudoinverse based on the
singular-value decomposition can be used. So the decision statistic can be written
as:
(5.33)
The final decision is made by taking the sign of the real part of 62, which means
= sgn{ ROO An attractive feature of this type 2 LMMSE space-time receiver
is that it can be obtained adaptively using the data driven adaptive method which
we introduced in chapter 3, or the other well-known adaptive algorithms such as
le: :t-mean &par:: or recursive le; :t squares with only the knowledge of the desired
user's signature and timing information. When the recursive least square adaptive
method is : • , this type two space-time receiver can be used to jointly detect the
d:y.:ired user's information and :-:timate the channel parameters [59][60][61].
5.4 Two-stage Space-time Detection
for Dual-rate CDMA Systems
The objective of proposing another two-stage LMMSE space-time detector is that:
firstly, the detectors should be able to work at the mode specified by the symbol
interval according to the QoS requirements; secondly, the previous detector which
is working over the M9XiMUM symbol interval has a large dimension and thus high
computational complexity; thirdly, there exists (M — 1) bits processing delay for
high-rate users. In order to solve these problems, the two-stage LMMSE space-time
detection is pro* . The system construction is shown in Fig. 5.4. Inside the code
array/channel matched filter, the processing interval is all set to [(m — 1)Th, mTh).
After one processing interval, low-rate users only get the partial received information
and high-rate users can get the whole received bit information. The delay which is
induced by the low rate receiver for high rate users is eliminated. In addition, the
cross  correlation matrix of the sisi,ature sequ nces, Rfr, SS,,,, has the smaller
size of (Kh + x (Kh + Ki) comparing to the size of (MKh + x (MKh + KO.












First Stage, m =1
Figure 5.4 Two-stage space-time LMMSE receiver
1. For the first (M — 1) subinterval where 1 < m < (M — 1):
(a) match the received information of [(m-1)Th, mTh ) with code array/channel
matched filter bank
(b) perform the LMMSE estimation-based detection for the code array/channel
matched filter output
(c) make the decision for high-rate users for mth subinterval
(d) put low-rate users' partial detected information into memory
2. For the last subinterval M where m = M:
(a) the detection of high-rate users follow 1(a) to 1(c)
(b) make final decision for low-rate users using maximum ratio combining of
the M detected low-rate users' partial information
The code array/channel matched filter output xm, (m corresponding to the mth




The definition of limo, Wm, bin can be found in the equation 5.12. The high-rate
cross correlation matrix is a (Ki + Kh) x (Kl + Kh) matrix which can be written as:
(5.35)
where Rum, is a Ki x .Kl cross-correlation matrix of Ki low-rate users within
znth subinterval of a time period = 471¹)7,4 sli)(t)41)(t)dt.(i,j =
1, • • • , K1). Rikrn is a Kl x Kh cross-correlation matrix of Kl low-rate users with Kli
high-rate users during a time period Th and Rhon = RTlh,m with Rut,m(i, =
(l) (t)s(h)jfmTh(m-1)Th (t (m 1)Th)dt.(i = 1, • • • , Kt; j = 1, • , KO. Rhh is a
Kh x Kh cross-correlation matrix of Kh high-rate users within a time period Th
with Rhh(i, j) = J si(h)(t)sj(h)(t)dt.(i,j = 1, — • , Kh). ni,,, is a zero mean Gaussian
noise with covariance matrix cr274,2. According to MMSE criteria, the linear trans-
formation for the first stage can be found by:
(5.36)
The decision statistic for the first stage is:
(5.37)
For high-rate users, we can decode the information at every subinterval [(m —
1)Th, mTh) at both stages. The estimated information bit of jth high-rate user for
both stages is:
(5.38)




For low-rate users, only the partial information can be obtained during the first
st: :e. At the 1: :t stage, a soft decoding rule is going to be applied for low-
rate users. The :•ft decoding rule which is used here is the maximum ratio
combining. So the decision of ith low-rate user is made by taking the sign of
ΣM m=1 ((OMMSE,m)k)EM m=1 (1/Topt.m RmTTopt . There is also an alternative approach for
two-st: .e LMMSE space-time detection and is called type 2 two-stage LMMSE
space-time detection. For this alternative approach, the code matched filter output
at pth sensor, at the end of the time interval [(m — 1)Th, mTh), can be written as:
(5.40)
The code matched filter output of all P sensors can be stacked in to a size PVK
vector. This vector can be written as:
(5.41)
where
The definition of W„„ la„,,, nr„,/, can be found in equation 5.12. After the code
matched filter, the linear multiuser detector, together with array/channel weighting
and combining, is trying to minimize the MSE between the output data and the
transmitted information. That means we try to find Toptafin such that
(5.42)




Noting that we suppose the matrix Rm,2 is full rank when R„, is full rank, so that
the matrix inversion oast. If R.m,2 is not full rank, the pseudoinverse based on the
singular-value decomposition can be used. So the decision statistic can be written
as:
The final decision for high-rate users is made by taking the sign of the real part
of the 6,4,2, which means for high-rate user j, the estimated information for
the mth subinterval of Ti is gh) = +jsgn{Re[(Θ ,2 ) j]}. At the last stage, theb(h)j,mKl+j]}.
low-rate users' information is going to be combined to make the final decision.
The soft decoding rule which is used here is the maximum ratio combining. So
the decision of ith low-rate user is made by taking the sign of the real part of
( ΣMm-1 1 = (Topt2,mR2,m TTopt2,m)i,i) (Topt2,mYm)i) .
The type 2 two-stage LMMSE space-time receiver can be implemented
adaptively without the knowledge of the spatial signatures, but the desired user's
signature sequence and timing information is still required.
5.5 Numerical Analysis
The simulation results of the low-rate mode LMMSE space-time receiver and two-
stage LMMSE space-time receiver for VSL access method are shown in this part.
We compare the performance of 1-stage and 2-stage space-time MMSE receiver for
the low-rate users and high-rate users. We also compare the performance between
the VSL and MC acc.“-: methods of space-time receivers. Performance of different
combining methods, which are Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) and MMSE
combining, for the multi-rate space-time receivers are also compared.
A direct sequence CDMA systems is considered. There are two different data
rates with rate ratio M. For low-rate users, the repetition coding scheme is used,
which means that the codes repeat themselves M times during one low-rate bit
interval. V is the multipath delay spread. P is the number of sensors. For a
given maximum symbol period 71, the directions of arrival for each users' multipath
components ail!, a(11), are supposed to be uniformly distributed random variables over
[0, 2π].
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Firstly, the performance of low-rate mode and 2-stage space-time receivers for
low-rate user 1 is compared in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6. Since the repetition coding
scheme is used for low-rate users, the performance for the low-rate mode and 2-stage
space-time receiver for low-rate users are same. The performance of low-rate mode
and 2-stage space-time receivers for high-rate user 3 is compared in Fig. 5.7. For
the high-rate users, the performance of 2-stage space-time receiver is not as good as
low-rate mode space-time receiver in order to get lower computational complexity
and eliminate procng delay. It can be seen from the above three figures that there
is significant performance gain when P = 3, V = 3 comparing to when P =1,V = 3
which corr- :ponding to time domain only receiver.
Secondly, the performance between the VSL and MC access methods of low-rate
mode space-time receiver for different users is compared. Fig. 5.9 is the performance
of the high-rate user 1. It can be seen that for both decorrelator and LMMSE
detector, the performance for MC system is worse than VSL system, since for high-
rate users, the MC acc:: method is going to introduce self interference because of
the multiple channels that are assi:i•ed to one user. But for the low-rate user, whose
performance is shown in Fig. 5.8, the MC access method does not always perform
worse than VSL method for the MMSE detection.
Thirdly, MMSE combining is compared with the MRC for VSL access method
with P = 2, V = 1. For a single-rate system with users uniformly distributed
in space, MMSE combining performance only slightly better than MRC. The
improvement : 'dated with MMSE is mainly due to the coherent combining, since
the number of degr4 of freedom is small compared with the number of users. The
difference in performance becomes much more pronounced in multi-rate system.
The coexistence of high-rate and low-rate users creates the received power imbalance
similar to the near-far problem. MMSE filter can suppress the greater interference
caused by high-rate users, whereas the maximum ratio filter does not account for
power variation for users with different data rates. The performance comparison of
MRC and MMSE combining is shown in Fig. 5.10, Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12. The
difference between the MMSE and MRC increases with increasing the rate-ratio M.
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Figure 5.5 Performance of low-rate mode space-time receiver of low-rate user 1,
three user VSL system, Ki = 2, Kh = 1, M = 2, Ll = 14, Lh = 7, SNR of low-rate
user 1 SNR1 = 84B
Figure 5.6 Performance of 2-stage space-time receiver of low-rate user 1, 3 user
VSL system, K1 = 2, Kh = 1,111 = 2, Li = 14,Lh = 7, SNR of low-rate user 1
SNR1 = 8dB
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Figure 5.7 Performance comparison of low-rate mode and 2stage space-time (P=1,
V=3) receiver of high-rate user 1, 3 user VSL system, Ki = 2,1Ch = 1, M = 2, Ll =
14, Lh = 7, SNR of high-rate user 1 SNR3 = 8dB
Figure 5.8 Performance comparison of VSL & MC access methods for low-rate mode
space-time (P = 3, V = 3) receiver for low-rate user 1, 3 user system, Kt = 2, Kh =
1, M = 2, Li = 14, 4 = 7, Lnic = 7, SN R1 = 8dB
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Figure 5.9 Performance comparison of VSL & MC access methods for low-rate mode
space-time (P = 3, V = 3) receiver for high-rate user 3, 3 user system, Kl = 2, Kh =
M = 2, L1 = 14, Lh = 7 , L,„, = 7 , S N R3 = 8dB
Figure 5.10 Performance comparison of MRC and MMSE combining for low-rate
mode space-time (P = 2, V = 1) receiver of low-rate user 1. VSL system, Lit =
31,25% high-rate users, 75% low-rate users, desired user S N R = 8dB
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Figure 5.11 Performance comparison of MRC and MMSE combining for low-rate
mode space-time (P = 2, V = 1) receiver of low-rate user 1. VSL system, Lh =
31,25% high-rate users, 75% low-rate users, desired user SNR = 3dB
Figure 5.12 Performance comparison of MRC and MMSE combining for low-rate
mode space-time (P = 2, V = 1) receiver of low-rate user 1. VSL system, Lh =
31,25% high-rate users, 75% low-rate users, desired user SNR=3dB
CHAPTER 6
DECISION FEEDBACK INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION FOR
MULTI-RATE CDMA SIGNALS BSED ON MMSE CRITERION
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, our approach to multiuser detections for multi-rate CDMA
signals is to use linear MMSE multiuser detection in combining with other signal
processing techniques. Increasing the number of dimensions available through
diversity leads to the algorithms which have good performance with moderate
complexity. In addition, diversity provides robustness in the presence of low SNR
and fading. The low-rate mode LMMSE space-time receiver and the two-stage
LMMSE space-time receiver are proposed in chapter 5. They can successfully detect
the multi-rate users' information simultaneously under certain conditions. Namely,
good performance requires the number of available dimensions (e.g. antennas times
multi-path) exceeds the number of users and the received powers must be disparate
(i.e. greater than 6dB difference).
To over come the limitations imposed by linear receivers, we are going to
study the Decision-Feedback Detection (DFD) in this chapter. The decision-feedback
detection for the single rate CDMA signals was studied in 1621163]. The multistage
detection for single-rate CDMA signals was studied in [4][7]. The successive Inter-
ference cancellation for single-rate CDMA signals was studied in [64]. The decision-
feedback decorrelating detector for dual-rate CDMA signals was studied in [65]. The
DFD can be viewed as a two-stage detector where decisions made by the first stage
are used to cancel the interference successively in the second stage. The canceler does
not require remodulation, which enhances robustness in the presence of multi-path.
To reduce the effect of error propagation, the users to be demodulated are ordered
with respect to decreasing received power, so that weak users benefit from reliable
cancellation of stronger users' interference. For the multi-rate communications, if the
symbol energy is fixed for different users with different data rates, the high rate users
have high power in it's signal. This feature naturely invites the decision feedback
interference cancellation scheme into multi-rate receiver design. The emphasis of
our study in this chapter is on a group-wise serial decision feedback detection for
multi-rate CDMA signals. The proposed detector is working based on the MMSE
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criterion and has the promise of DFD which has superior performance comparing to
the linear MMSE receiver at the cost of a moderate increase in complexity. In group-
wise detection, the users are grouped according to the processing gain they used, i.e.,
users with the lowest processing gain are detected first neglecting the presence of the
other users in the system. Interference between the groups is cancelled in a successive
order. The bit error rate of the groupwise MMSE DFD is compared with the multi-
rate linear MMSE detector and multi-rate decorrelating detector. The results show
that the groupwise MMSE DFD yields better performance than multi-rate linear
MMSE detector and multi-rate decorrelating detector'. It is also shown that when
the system is highly loaded, the groupwise MMSE DFD can offer better performance
than multi-rate linear MMSE detector and multi-rate conventional detector.
6.2 Groupwise Multi-rate System Description
In a Variable Spreading Length (VSL) multi-rate CDMA system, all the active users
are cl ::ified into G .• ups. The group G users have the lowest data rate 7±, where
TG is the bit interval of group G users, and there are total number of KG users in
this group. The group 1 users have the highest data rate 	 7,1-, where T1 is the bit
interval of group 1 users, and mi = 	 2G-1 is the rate ratio between the highest
bit rate and the lowest	 bit rate. There are total number of K1 users in group 1. In
general, for group g, we ::•:ume that the integer m9 = TG/Tg represents the rate ratio
between the rate of group g and the lowest bit rate. It is supposed that the group
number g and the corr. :ponding mo has the following relationship, mg = 2 	 where
g 1, 2, ••• , G. There axe total K = 	 + K2+ • • • ± KG users which axe grouped
into G groups according to different bit rates. In a VSL CDMA system, users with
different data rat- : will have different processing gain. Total G groups users have G
different spreading factors, which are L1 = ft, L2= •R = 2 L 1 , • • • , L G = = miLi.
The si • • ature waveform of kth user of group g, sig)(t), has the following property:
for° sk(g)² =1. In the interval [0, TG), each group G user transmit one bit, while
each group g (g <G) user transmit mg = 2G-9 bits.
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biG)	 is the transmitted information bit of kth user of group G, k = 1, • • . ,KG
big 	 is the transmitted information bit of kth group g user's mth subinterval,
g = 1, • - . ,G — 1;n1 = 1, • • .mg;k = 1,- 	 Kg
viwk(g) is the received information amplitude of kth user of group g,
g 	 1, • • ,G;k = 1,- • • , Kg
49) 	 is the signature waveform of kth user of group g,
g = 1, • • - ,G;k = 1, • • • , Kg
n(t)	 is white Gaussian noise with power spectral density (72.
(all the superscript .(z) represents the group number x)
6.3 Decision Feedback Interference Cancellation
for Multi-rate CDMA Signals Based on MMSE Criterion
lquation (6.1) is a representation of the base band received signal for the multi-rate
:DMA systems. This system representation is equivalent to a single rate system
with Kt, virtual users each transmitting only one bit during the time interval [0, TG),
where Kt, = m1K1 + m2K2+ -+ KG. The chip-rate sampled version of the received
nformation r(t) is a (LG x 1) vector and is given by
(6.2)
where P = SW, n N(0, o-2ILG) and ILG is the identity matrix of size LG. The
LG x Kt, matrix S contains the spreading sequences and can be written as
(6.3)
For VSL access method, when g < G s(g)k,mg are simply the time shifted version ofk,mg
each other, which means sag (t) = 819)(t — (mg —1)Tg) for t E Rn't 1)Tg,Tg, mTg). b is
Linear Filter Error Prediction/Interpolation
Feedback Filter
Figure 6.1 System construction of a typical decision feedback interference canceler
the column vector which contains all the Kt, transmitted bits in the interval [0, TG)
and can be written
(6.4)
W is the K, x K„ diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements corresponding to
the received amplitude of the specific bit. The block diagram of a typical decision
feedback interference canceler is shown in Figure 6.1, where the filter F is the feed
forward filter, and filter B is a feedback filter which is lower diagonal with zero along
the diagonal. The output z can be written as:
(6.5)
where b is the output of the decision device. The associated estimation error can be
written
(6.6)
The Mean Square Error between the output data z and the transmitted infor-
mation bits b is going to be minimized. The forward filter F and the backward filter
B can be jointly determined through the MSE optimization approach as follow:
(6. 7)
In order to get the solution of the optimum feed forward and feedback filter, we




The covariance matrix of the received signal r is
(6.9)
The correlation between the received signal r and the transmitted information b is
(6.10)
Through the joint optimization based on MMSE criterion, the forward and feedback
filters, F and B can be found to be:
(6.11)
(6.12)
F is essentially a concatenation of the linear MMSE filter Tun and a error whitening
filter (LT)-1, where
(6.13)
The associated linear MMSE filter output error vector is
(6.14)
The covariance matrix of eun is
(6.15)
The matrix L is defined by the Cholesky factorization of the error covariance matrix
associated with the linear MMSE filter as follow:
(6.16)
The users are demodulated successively as
(6.17)
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For a single rate CDMA system, it has been shown in [66] [671168] that this structure
performs ideal successive interference cancellation in the absence of error propa-
gation. That is when detecting user i, the effect of all previously detected users
1 through i — 1 is completely removed. This is also true for the system model of
equation (6.1), since this system is essentially a virtual low-rate system with Ky
virtual users when the detection is working over the received information over the
period [0, TG).
6.4 Groupwise Serial Interference Cancellation
for Multi-rate CDMA Signals Based on MMSE Criterion
The objective of this section is to develop the structure of the group-wise serial
interference canceler for multi-rate CDMA signals. Users are grouped according to
their processing gain. The receiver construction is shown in Figure 6.2. The working
principle of this proposed receiver is as follow:
(1) Form the K users into G groups according to their processing gain Lg. Total
K = K1+ K2+ • . •+ KG matched filters are sampled at different symbol interval
Tg, g=1, 2, • • ,G.
(2) For g = 1, form the forward filter by concatenating the linear MMSE filter Tun
and error whitening filter (LT)-1, using the feedback filter B to subtract the
interference introduced by the user with high power in this group.
(3) For 1 < g < G, form the forward and backward filters using the received
information of group 1 to g 1, the interference introduced by the high rate
groups and the user with high power in group g can be cancelled through
backward filter B.
Recall the equation (6.1), r(t) contains all the information over the time interval
[0, TG) Based on this equation, the base band signal which is received during the
interval [0, T1) can be written as
(6.18)
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where ORO is the white Gaussian noise at the receiver end. The group 1 users
which have the highest bit rate are detected first neglecting the presence of the other




Through the joint optimization, the forward filter can be found to be:
b¹ is the transmitted information bit vector of group 1 users during the time interval
[0, TO. r(') is chip-rate sampled version of 741) (t). The forward filter FM is a concati-
nation of linear MMSE filter and error whitening filter, where P(1)TE;(1),
P(¹) is a L¹ x K¹ matrix with ith column being the chip rate sampled version of
p(¹) (t)
(6.21)
Er(i) is the covariance matrix of the received information vector r(1), Σr(1) =
E[r(l)r(1)T). The associated output error vector after the linear filter is:
(6.22)
The covariance matrix of the above error vector is
(6.23)
All K¹ group 1 users are going to be detected successively using a forward error





L(1) is defmed by Cholesky factorization of the error covariance Q(1). D(1) is the
diagonal matrix.
For the detection of the group 2 users, the received signal during the time
interval [0,2T1) can be written as:
(6.26)
It is noted that the group 2 users are lower rate users comparing to the group I
users. If the energy per symbol is same for all users, the group 1 users will hav(
higher power in their signals. Thus, the group 1 users are expected to cause mon
interference to the other group users which is not negligible. The MSE which is goiN
to be minimized for the detection of the group 2 users is changed to
(6.27)
where
In the above equation, b2 = bi(¹)b2(¹)b1(²)]T. b2 include the information bits of group
1 users during the time interval [0, T1) which is bil), the information bits of group
1 users during the time interval [T1,271) which is 1:41), and the information bits of
group 2 users during the time interval [0, 271) which is b?). r(2) is chip-rate sampled
version of r(2)(t). The linear MMSE filter part can be written as:
(6.28)
where P(2) is a L2 X (2K1 + K2) matrix with jth column being the chip-rate sampled
version of p(i ) (t) for 0 < t <2T1,
;6.29)
Er(2) is the covariance matrix of the received signal vector r(2) and Ei.(2) E[r(2)r(2)T],
The associated error vector of the linear MMSE filter is going to be
(630)
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Figure 6.2 System construction of groupwise successive MMSE interference canceler
which h..: covariance Q(2) = E [eii2n)	 ]. In the same way, the error whitening filter
can be found to be (L(2)71)-1 and the feed back filter can be found to be B(2), where
Q(2) = (L(2))7' D(2)L(2) B(²) = (L(2)71)-1 — I. D(²) is a diagonal matrix. Noted that
at the end of the time interval [0, 221), the group 1 user's bits of the subinterval
[21, 22'2), b.(2¹), will be jointly decoded with the group 2 bits of the time interval
[0, 221), 1:42). At the end of time interval [0, 4T1), the group 1 bits of the subinterval
[3T1, 4T¹), 13(41), the group 2 bits of the subinterval [211, 471), 142), will be jointly
decoded with the group 3 bits 1:43). At last, and at the end of time interval [0, TG), the
group 1 bits of the subinterval [(m1 — 1)Tg,1, TG), 1:44),.; the group 2 bits of subinterval
[(m2 1)T2, ni2T2), 132)2; the group (G — 1) bits of subinterval [TG, TG), b2(G-¹);
will be jointly decoded with the group G bits b(G). Figure 6.2 shows the system
construction of this proposed groupwise successive MMSE interference canceler. For
the lowest rate group G users which have been interfered most, the structure of this
groupwise interference canceler will perform ideal successive interference cancellation
when there is no error propagation.
6.5 Simulation Results
Simulation results of the proposed groupwise MMSE interference canceler for multi-
rate CDMA system are presented in this part. Direct-sequence spread-spectrum
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signature waveforms and BPSK data and spreading modulation with coherent
detection were used to simulate a synchronous CDMA system with multiple data
rat-.:. Length 7 Gold sequence is chosen to form the signature sequence for different
users. The repetition coding scheme is used to generate lower rate users' signature
sequences. This means the group g (where g> 1) users' signature sequences are
generated by repeating length 7 signature sequences mg times, and the processing
gain of the group g users is going to be L9 = 7* mg, where mg = 29-1. Table 1.
shows exampl:,: of 4-user system with different processing gains. In example 1, an
the users have the same processing gain L1 = 7, and they all have the highest bit
rate In example 2, there are two users with processing gain 7 and the bit rate 74-.
Another two users have the processing gain L2 = 2L¹ = 14 and bit rate . There
are three spreading factors in example 3. First user, which has the bit rate-, has
spreading factor LI. Second user, which has bit rate 2+ , has spreading factor 21,¹.
The last two users, which have bit rate 4* , have spreading factor 4L¹.
The simulation r- :lilts of Fig. 6.3 is performed for the system with one
proc-::ing gain which equals to 31 and the received bit energy for all the active users
are equal to 8dB. The performance show that when the system is highly loaded,
the successive MMSE interference cancellation scheme is performed especially well
than the linear MMSE detector and the conventional detector. The bit error rates
for several detection schem-:, the conventional matched filter, the decorrelator, the
linear MMSE detector and the proposed groupwise MMSE interference canceler, are
compared in Fig. 6.4. The r:ults are simulated for example 2, and all the users
have the equal received energies per bit. It can be seen from this figure that the
groupwise succ-::ive MMSE DFD outer performs the linear MMSE detection and
decorrelator. Fig. 6.5 is the near-far curve of the performance of user #4, which
is low-rate user 2. It can be seen from this figure that without error propagation,
the performance of the low-rate user 2 can attain single user bound even when the
interference level is very high. Fig. 6.6is the near-far curve of the user #2, which is
high-rate user 2. It can be seen from the results that for the higher-rate users, the
performance of the groupwise successive MMSE interference canceler is still better
than the linear MMSE detector and decorrelator.
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From the above simulation results, we can conclude that the proposed
groupwise MMSE interference canceler outer perform both multi-rate
LMMSE detector and multi-rate decorrelator. It eliminates the bit processing delay
for the low-rate mode linear detectors. It is also observed that when the interfering
user become stronger, the bit error rate of the lowest rate user approaches the single
user bound. In addition , this work has shown that given sufficient SNR, the spectral
efficiency of proposed Kroupwise successive MMSE DFD is significantly higher than
multi-rate LMMSE detector.
Table 1: Example specifications 





Figure 6.3 Bit error rate of multiuser detectors for a desired user in one-processing






Figure 6.4 Bit error rate of multiuser detectors in a two-processing gain system






Figure 6.5 Bit error rate of multiusex detectors for desired user # 4, which is the





Figure 6.6 Bit error rate of multiuser detectors for desired user # 2, which is the




In this thesis, we explore the application of different interference cancellation
techniques to multi-rate CDMA systems that serve users with different QoS.
We propose the linear MMSE receivers for synchronous downlink dual-rate
CDMA system. Comparing it with dual-rate decorrelating detectors, the proposed
LMMSE multi-rate receiver can offer better performance than the multi-rate decor-
relator due to the fact that LMMSE detector offers best trade-off between the MAI
cancellation and noise variance enhancement. In addition, dual-rate LMMSE receiver
can be adaptively implemented only with the knowledge of the desired user while
dual-rate decorrelating detector requires the knowledge of all the active users.
For asynchronous uplink dual-rate CDMA system, we propose the dual-rate
multi-shot decorrelating detectors and dual-rate multi-shot MMSE detectors. The
performance of multi-shot detectors can be improved monotonically with increasing
the number of stacked bits, but a great computational complexity is going to be
introduced in order to get better performance. Debiasing method is introduced
to dual-rate multi-shot linear detectors. Debiasing method optimizes dual-rate
detectors based on the dual-rate multi-shot model. Debiasing multi-shot MMSE
detector for dual-rate signals can offer better performance than the corresponding
debiasing multi-shot decorrelating detector.
Based on the above investigation for the receiver design of multi-rate systems,
we extend our work to frequency selective multi-path fading channels and propose
low-rate mode LMMSE space-time detection and two-stage LMMSE space-time
detection. Both detection is based on minimum mean-squared error criteria. Two-
stage LMMSE space-time receiver eliminate the processing delay for high-rate users
and reduce the computational complexity. Two kinds of approaches are introduced
to both detections. The first approach need the explicit knowledge of the array
and channel information in the code array/channel matched filter part. This need
to be estimated in advance using training or pilot sequences. The type 2 approach
cascade the array/channel weighting, combining and multiuser detection together.
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No explicit knowledge of the array/channel information is needed. The channel
estimation can be incorporated in to certain adaptive implementation scheme, and
only the knowledge of the desired user's timing and signature waveform is needed.
We also perform a comparative study on the dual-rate receiver which use multi-
path (temporal) processing, array (spatial) processing and the one which use both
array and multi-path processing. The space-time receiver for the dual-rate CDMA
signals give us the potential of improving the capacity of multi-rate systems. The
space-time processing combined with multi-user detection have the advantages of
combating multipath fading through temporal processing, reducing MAI through
MMSE method and provide antenna or diversity gain through spatial processing to
increase the capacity of the multi-rate CDMA systems.
The nature of the unequal received amplitudes for multi-rate CDMA signals
motivates us to propose the group-wise interference cancellation methods for multi-
rate CDMA signals. The non-linear decision feedback detection (DFD) schemes are
used in the proposed receivers. Users with same data rate are grouped together.
Users with the highest data-rate are detected first. Interference between the groups
is cancelled in a successive order. The results show that the group-wise MMSE
DFD yields better performance than multi-rate linear MMSE detector and multi-
rate decorrelating detector, especially for highly loaded CDMA systems.
7.2 Future Work
• Based on the previous work, we found out that the choice of the access method
and the set of signature sequences will influence the receiver performance, and
the simulation results show the performance is very sensitive to the choice of
spreading codes. In order to remove the influence of the signature sequences,
further work need to be done for the random signature sequence analysis for
different access methods for our proposed receivers.
• Most current CDMA systems (including IS-95 as well as military DS communi-
cation systems) are based on long spreading waveforms. For such systems, the
structure of the multiple-access interference changes from symbol to symbol.
This is a disadvantage for implementing multiuser detection, since the detector
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must be time-varying, and explicit knowledge of interference parameters is
required. However, even short spreading waveform is adopted in future, a set
of relative delays and spreading waveforms that leads to poor performance
could persist for a long period of time for short spreading waveforms. The
research results in adaptive interference suppression can reach the point that
a complete system design based on it is within reach (assuming application of
sufficient engineering effort and ingenuity), and that such system would provide
large performance gains even over severely time varying channels compared to
existing DS/CDMA systems based on long spreading waveforms and conven-
tional reception.
• For both MC and VSL access method, the number of effective users in a
virtual low-rate system is higher than the real number of users. The multiple
modulation access scheme will generate the same number of effective users
as the real number of users. The multiple modulation access scheme may
introduce severe power imbalance problem, but the linear and non-linear
MMSE estimation based detection can utilize the power imbalance problem
in the multi-rate communication system. The multiuser detection and inter-
ference cancellation schemes for multi-rate CDMA systems using multiple
modulation access method need to be studied.
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